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Choose the Perfect Finish.
All JELD-WEN® Interior Moulded as well as Fiberglass and Steel doors can be prefinished by BROSCO.
Our precise process ensures exceptional quality and saves valuable time and energy.

Quality Finish
Our process begins with a
dust-free, rigorously inspected
unfinished door followed
by multi-coat paint or stain
applications, baked on at every
step. The result is a finish as
durable as it is beautiful.

Save Time
Finishing a door in the field can
squander valuable time and
energy. Simply choose the stain
or paint color and BROSCO will
take care of the rest.

Inspiring Finishing Options
The possibilities are wide open
with numerous contemporary
paint colors and stains at your
fingertips. We have the right
finish for your next project.
Color shown: Colony

Stain shown: Mocha Oak Woodgrain

Color shown: Cranberry

Stain shown: Milk Chocolate Mahogany Woodgrain

Visit brosco.com for a complete list of finishing options.

STONES, WALLS, STEPS & ELEMENTS WITH STYLE™
Olde Boston with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with CastStone Coping

ScapeStone with Cooking Grates

Roman Pisa with CastStone Coping

Ideal Fire Pits

ScapeStone™ ■ Olde Boston™ ■ Roman Pisa®
High demand, profitable item

■

Minimal investment and inventory required

■

Easy to sell, easy to build

S I N C E 1 9 23

IDEAL CONCRETE BLOCK CO.
IdealConcreteBlock.com ■ Waltham & Westford, MA

■

1-800-24-IDEAL

CALL OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE TODAY
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Lumber Co-operator Mission Statement:
Lumber Co-operator is committed to broadening awareness of critical issues shaping the lumber and building material industry. We promise to equip our readers
with the necessary tools to compete in an ever-changing business environment.
Contact the Lumber Co-operator at 800-292-6752 or 518-286-1010.
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ENHANCED EASTERN PARALLAM® PSL
Rain or shine, builders don’t quit. Now you can give them an
option that works even harder. Introducing enhanced Eastern
Parallam® beams and columns. You’ll see the difference right
away, and so will your customers. Our proprietary coating
signiﬁcantly reduces swelling due to moisture and resists UV
damage. Keep your inventory looking fresh and moving fast
with enhanced Eastern Parallam® PSL—the weather resistant
beam that carries our limited lifetime warranty.
Call 888.453.8358 or go to weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts
to ﬁnd your closest distributor and product offering.
, Trus Joist and Parallam® PSL are registered trademarks of Weyerhaeuser NR. © 2017 Weyerhaeuser NR Company. All rights reserved.
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Who do You Trust
to Weather the Storm?

VYCOR® enV-S™

Fully-Adhered, Sheet-Applied “Breathable”
Weather Resistive Barrier
• Prevent rework
• Simple & easy installation
• Reduce call-backs

VYCOR® PRO

Premium Butyl Flashing for Windows,
Doors & Details
• Butyl adhesive
• Formulated for low temperature adhesion
• Compatible with flexible PVC

VYCOR® PLUS

High-Performance Flashing for Windows,
Doors & Details
• Protection against leaks
• Tight seal to the substrate
• Easy to apply

gcpat.com
© Copyright 2018 GCP Applied Technologies Inc. All rights reserved. RE0128-0418

Distributed by: Boise Cascade
Westfield, MA 877-462-6473
Greenland, NH 800-962-9961
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News & Views

Rita Ferris, NRLA president
THE LBM EXPO TRANSFORMATION CONTINUES.
Excitement continues to build for LBM EXPO, where retailers and their customers will Experience the Future!
Cheryl Lewis of Cheryl Lewis and Associates and NRLA’s task force of retail members have completed plans for two
of the three interactive retail demo zones.
You’ll want to bring both new and experienced staff to learn from new age and veteran instructors demonstrating
groundbreaking ways to help builders be more successful and efficient while growing your bottom line. Each topic
will be presented only one time with introductory and intermediate levels.
HERE’S A SAMPLING OF TOPICS TO BE COVERED:
The future of framing, including when to use engineered lumber
Questions to steer your customer to right type of vapor barrier
How to discuss insulation to achieve energy efficiency while increasing sales
Understanding the roof as a system to protect the builder, homeowner, and personal assets
from simple mistakes such as broken trusses, rafters, or material falling off a roof
Demo Zone 2 will focus on what keeps retailers up at night—callbacks! Through hands-on demos, you and your
customers will experience how to avoid the most common and costly problems, including framing, squeaky floors,
deck building, drywall, roof issues, and water intrusion (the #1 reason for construction litigation).
Demo Zone 3 is under construction, but it will strictly focus on the future and technology in the retail and building
material industry. Stay tuned!
It wouldn’t be LBM EXPO without an unforgettable social experience, and we are fortunate to have NRLA’s 125th
Anniversary and Jay Leno to help us reach this goal! This memorable evening will take place Thursday, Feb. 7 at the
Marriott Copley and is expected to sell out quickly! Tickets are just $125). Your ticket includes a cocktail reception,
dinner with an open bar, and entertainment from Jay Leno! We’re expecting that many of you will want to bring
your spouse and/or family members, and we’ve planned daytime entertainment for them as well.
Think this is all there is to offer? Not. Even. Close. Your Convention Committee and our exhibitors have much more in
store for you. I’ll share more with you in my next column, but until then, you can check out the LBM EXPO’s brandnew website at www.lbmexpo.com for additional information on how you will Experience the Future at the LBM
EXPO on Feb. 6-8, 2019, at the Hynes Convention Center in Boston.
Thank you for the opportunity to serve you,
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RAILINGS
REFINED
Aluminum ● Cable Rail ● Vinyl

MADE IN USA

OVER 30 YEARS OF MANUFACTURING EXPERTISE!

SUPERIOR PLASTIC PRODUCTS & KEY-LINK FENCING & RAILING:
Offering A Wide Variety Of Unique Products & Styles
Designed To Maximize Your Enjoyment, Security & Privacy.

DISTRIBUTED BY

Learn More at HolbrookLumber.com
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From the Publisher

Rob Totaro, director of communications & P.R.
I want to be a Toys “R” Us Kid
Catchy jingle aside, it’s a sad day for retailers as another stalwart icon of post-WWII capitalism
closes its doors. Even though Toys “R” Us represents the first big-box toy store, it’s demise
can offer lessons for all of us.
In all honesty, I don’t recall visiting Toys “R” Us very often—we were more of a KB Toys
family. However today, I hit up the liquidation sale to try to get some deals on birthday
presents for my son and here’s what struck me: The store looks the same as I remembered it
from 30 years ago—and if that sounds like a good thing, let me be clear, it isn’t.
I remember my experience at the store 30 years ago like this: It was packed with toys and yet
somehow managed to feel empty, devoid of personality. There was never customer service
people around to help when you needed them, and when they were around, they were
unhappy. The layout of the store didn’t make sense. And finally, I always remember being told
that we could get it cheaper somewhere else.
Fast forward to today’s trip as I rummaged through damaged boxes, and maneuvered around
empty racks adorned with “Caution Tape,” I realized why—even as a parent—I never went to
Toys “R” Us; The store hasn’t changed. It was like walking into the land that time forgot.
Since our last issue of the LC, we had three independent retailers—representing more than
400 years of business experience—close their doors for a variety of reasons, which I won’t
rehash in this column. But what strikes me in this loss of industry experience is the fact that
we all need to be advocates for progressing the LBM industry into the future.
Whether you are looking to run your business for the next hundred years, or you are looking
for a successor, having a stable company that is preparing for the future is essential. At the
NRLA, preparing for the future can take many paths from advocating for legislation that
protects the industry, to taking classes that train your employees, to attending the newly
redesigned LBM Expo that will give you the opportunity to experience the future.
Don’t be like Toys “R” Us. Embrace the future that is within reach and lend your voice to the
industry that will help you achieve success for generations to come.
Best always,
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MAKING AMERICA

WOOD AGAIN
“A high-end specialty wood distributor that doesn’t embrace any of the ‘fake wood’ products.”

Custom On-Site Milling On All Products

WESTERN RED CEDAR
Paneling • Decking
Siding Boards • Dimension & Beams
Shakes & Shingles
WESTERN CLEAR HEMLOCK
Boards and Siding
DOUGLAS FIR
Paneling • Flooring • Boards
Dimension & Beams
EASTERN WHITE PINE
Boards • Siding & Paneling

TROPICAL HARDWOODS
Ipe • Dark Red Meranti • Red Balau
Decking • Boards & Dimension
SOUTHERN YELLOW PINE
Flooring & Stepping
SPRUCE SPECIALTIES
Siding & Flooring • Boards
LODGEPOLE PINE
Siding & Decking
EASTERN WHITE CEDAR
Shingles & Siding

4500 Williston Road, Williston, VT 05495 • Phone: 800-337-3431

VERMONTWHOLESALELUMBER.COM
The Northeast’s Most Experienced Specialty Lumber Distributor
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Dialogue

Mike Andrews, NYLE president
Huttig Building Products

It’s the Monday before Father’s Day, and I am putting the finishing touches on our
annual fly fishing trip in the Allagash with my brother and father. It’s a tradition
that we have had since my father introduced me to fly fishing more than 10 years
ago and something I look forward to every year. It’s also the time of year I realize
summer in Maine is upon us, and I will be surrounded by 1,000 blackflies while
trying to cast my Red Hornberg in front of me while waiting for that native brook
trout to snap the line tight.
It’s a yearly tradition that we continue to execute, just like we as retailers,
distributors, and manufacturers replay our scorecard year after year. But within
our yearly tradition we, as LBM companies, are faced with our blackflies … factors
that impede our line of sight to the finish line. All-time record lumber prices that
have surpassed the year of the "Great Owl," transportation shortages from trucking
and the ELD, shortages of labor, and the rush of contractors waiting at our offices
placing special orders they needed yesterday. These are long days we look forward
to all year long and utilize the many tools we have learned over our careers to help
us succeed as individual businesses.
Over the years I can honestly say that being part of NYLE and the executive board
has helped me grow in my career tremendously. It has enhanced my knowledge in
reading financials, public speaking, organizing and leading meetings, networking
with industry leaders, and learning first-hand how dozens of products I sell every
day are made by watching the manufacturing process during our mill tours.
Our next event is the NYLE Summer Outing in Saratoga Springs, N.Y., on the rail!
Due to its popularity, we ordered more tickets this year (only eight left) and, as
always, we will be having our best dressed contest. Following that, Timber Tour
2018 is scheduled for either the last week of September or the first week in October,
and visiting vendors will include Simpson Strong-Tie, Marvin, Dow Foam Board, and
a few more I will leave out until we get the final schedule determined. But, as you
can see, it is going to be another dynamite and sellout Timber Tour as we had in
Maine last year. I hope to see you there!
Health, happiness, & long life!
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BRAVE THE ELEMENTS.

What Separates Us From the Rest?
MoistureShield® is the only decking that can be installed
on the ground, in the ground, or even underwater, without
voiding the lifetime warranty. Don’t worry about the
elements … MoistureShield is protected to the core.

moistureshield.com | 1.866.729.2378
© 2018 MoistureShield® is part of the Architectural Products Group of Oldcastle
*CoolDeck® is available on select Vision and Infuse boards.

BUILD BOLDLY.
*

WOODSHED
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Industry News

Orgill Receives Presidential Export Award
LBMDF Announces
New Crane Classes
LBMDF is proud to be working with
NRLA’s State and Local Associations
to offer Nationally Accredited Crane
Certification Training, including written
and practical exams, as well as license
preparation training. Visit NRLA.org to see
the full list of classes as they are added.

UPCOMING CLASSES
EBMDA
August 6, 7 & 8
Eastern Engineered Products
1245 Easton Rd., Bethlehem, Pa.
Orgill, Inc., was one of 43 U.S. companies recognized by Secretary of Commerce
Wilbur Ross with the President’s “E” Award, which honors companies throughout
the country that export U.S. goods and services.

Jackson Lumber’s
Grand Re-Opening

RLDAM OSHA
Crane Class

EBMDA
August 20, 21 & 22
Eastern Engineered Products
1245 Easton Rd., Bethlehem, Pa.
RILBMDA
September 10, 11 & 12
Arnold Lumber
251 Fairgrounds Rd.,
West Kingston, R.I.
MRLDA
October 3, 4 & 5
BROSCO
125 Chestnut St.,
West Hatfield, Mass.

Congratulations to Jackson Lumber &
Millwork on the Grand Re-opening of
its Woburn, Mass., location (formerly
E.G. Barker). They have renovated the
showroom with a new front counter
area, an expanded millwork display area,
new decking displays, and a reorganized
hardware and tool area designed for
easy shopping.
12
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The Retail Lumber Dealers Association of
Maine (RLDAM), in conjunction with the
Lumber and Building Material Dealers
Foundation (LBMDF), held two OSHA
Crane Certification Classes at Huttig
Building Products in Saco, Maine this
spring. The training was provided by
Cranes 101 and included a written and
a practical examination.

NNYLDA
October 29, 30, and 31
North Counties Supply
26 Sand St., Philadelphia, N.Y.
CNYRLDA
November 1, 2, and 3
Reserve Supply of CNY
200 Midler Park Dr., Syracuse, N.Y.
For registration form and crane
registration release form contact Pamela
McHale at pmchale@nrla.org
or 518-880-6380.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

The lumberyard that
took 130 years to build.
When Ganahl Lumber opened the doors to its new 18.5-acre location in Torrance, CA, you
could tell right away it was special. A state-of-the-art gem.

Tom Barclay,
General Manager
Ganahl Lumber

So, where did the vision come from? A combination of Ganahl’s 130 year history of operational
excellence and CT Darnell’s experience building on over one thousand LBM facilities. Together,
they made a powerful team.

Go to www.sunbelt-rack.com/stories to check out the story
behind Ganahl’s new state-of-the-art facility.

CT-Darnell.com

n

Sunbelt-Rack.com

n

800-353-0892

© WTD Holdings, Inc., 2018. All rights reserved.
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NRLA Retail Members Host Yard Tours
Rep. Whelan Tours
Mid-Cape Home
Centers
On Friday, May 11, Mid-Cape Home Centers
hosted Massachusetts State Representative
Timothy Whelan for a meeting and tour of
its South Dennis location.

Rep. Frey Tours
Ridgefield
In an effort to promote awareness of
Women-Owned Business Day, Conn.
State Representative John Frey visited
Ridgefield Supply Company and
toured the facility with the company’s
owner, Margaret Price, to learn about
the business and her experience as a
business owner.

Curtis Lumber
Yard Tours
This spring, Curtis Lumber hosted two
yard tours: New York Assemblywoman
Mary Beth Walsh visited the Ballston Spa
location (see page 46), and New York State
Senator Fred Akshar (shown here) visited
Curtis Lumber’s Norwich facility on May 25.
14
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Industry News

Workers’ Comp Group Declares 20% Dividend
NRLA’s Safety Group #531 is thrilled to announce a 25 percent discount for the 2018
policy renewal and a 20 percent dividend for the policy period of 7/1/16 - 6/30/17.
The dividend will return more than $821,478 to NRLA’s 95 members in New York
who are enrolled in Group #531.
Since 2004, Group #531 has returned an average dividend of 20 percent.
For more information on Safety Group #531, visit nrla.org or contact
memberprograms@nrla.org.

Retail Lumber Dealers Association
of Maine presents NMCC Student
with Scholarship

Do it Best Teams
Up with Paint
Sundries Solutions
Do it Best Corp. has formed an exclusive
strategic partnership with Paint Sundries
Solutions (PSS), an industry-leading
national paint sundry supplier.
The new partnership will provide
Do it Best Corp. members additional
opportunities to grow and strengthen
their paint departments with greater
access to PSS’ customized retailer
solutions, merchandising design
services, and broad product selection.

Legislative
Updates
New Jersey Becomes the
10th State to Require
Paid Sick Leave
N.J.’s new paid sick leave law was signed
by Gov. Murphy and will take effect on
Oct. 29, 2018. The law preempts any
municipal laws concerning paid sick
leave. Employees will accrue one hour of
paid sick time for every 30 hours worked,
up to 40 hours a benefit year.
Benjamin McEndarfer, a Northern Maine Community College Building Construction
Technology student, is this year’s Brian C. Thayer Memorial Scholarship recipient. The
scholarship is made possible through money provided to the Maine Community College
System by the RLDAM. NMCC hosted a meet-and-greet event for McEndarfer with Scott
Dionne, RLDAM representative and vice president of operations at SW Collins.

EBS Building Supply President Joins Hall of Fame
Dwayne Webber was recently inducted into the inaugural George Stevens Academy
Athletic Hall of Fame. A three-year varsity starter in basketball and baseball, Webber
was a member of the basketball team that won the 1979 Maine state championship.
16
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N.Y. Workers’ Comp. Board
Proposes Rate Reduction
The New York Compensation Insurance
Rating Board has recommended that
workers’ compensation premiums
should fall by 11.7% this year. The
recommendation has to be approved by
the Dept. of Financial Services by July 15.
The rate reductions would go into effect
Oct. 1.
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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Industry News

ON THE MOVE
NYLE President Named Huttig General Manager
Huttig announced that Scott Walter has
joined as general manager of the SoCal
California (Rancho Cucamonga) branch
and Mike Andrews is the new general
manager of the Augusta, Maine branch.
Andrews brings a wealth of industry
experience to the position. Most recently,
he served as an outside sales resource for
the Maine Railway. After attending the
University of Maine at Orono, Andrews
began his career at Bailey Lumber in Milo,
Maine. Since then he has been involved
in sales, retail general management,
and distribution in lumber trading. He
also is the current president for the
Northeastern Young Lumber Executives.
Walter brings a wealth of general management experience
to the position. Most recently, he served as a general manager
for J&W Lumber. Walter began his career in the retail industry
and has gained progressive experience in store operations, sales,
and general management while working for Staples, Comp USA,
and The Great Indoors.

Chris Connor Named Lakeside Company VP
After serving Lakeside for 10 years as a
GM, Chris Connor has been promoted to
vice president.
Connor began his career at the age
of 19, working as a delivery person for
a distributor in the Southern Tier of
New York. His interests quickly grew
as he began taking on additional
responsibilities, working his way through warehousing,
customer service, sales, and eventually into management roles.
After relocating to Central Pennsylvania for five years to open a
new location for his employer, Connor returned to upstate New
York as general manager for Lakeside in January 2008.

Hiab Announces New Director of Sales
Michael J. DiLallo has accepted the position of director of sales
for North America at Hiab. In his new role, Mike will lead the sales
organization and will be developing and implementing Hiab’s
sales strategy and plans in North America.
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Pete Hancock Named Roseburg's Roanoke
Timberlands Manager
Roseburg announced that Pete Hancock has accepted the
position of Roanoke Timberlands manager, effective May 7. In
this role, Hancock oversees the day-to-day harvest and land
management activities on Roseburg’s 158,000-acre fee land base
in North Carolina and Virginia.

MEET NRLA'S NEWEST TEAM MEMBERS
Jagiela Joins as Regional Director
The NRLA is pleased to announce
Philip Jagiela as regional director for
the Eastern Building Material Dealers
Association (EBMDA). As regional
director, Jagiela will be responsible for
servicing and expanding the Association’s
membership in Delaware, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, and Washington, D.C.
Jagiela brings 30 years of experience as an entrepreneur
and association executive. During this time, he founded the
Aries Transportation Group, served as executive director of
the National Limousine Association, and was CEO of PALM
Association Management and Consulting.

Nathan Nicholson Joins as Senior Accountant
The NRLA is excited to announce Nathan
Nicholson as the new senior accountant.
Nicholson was formerly with Meyers
Brothers Kalicka, LP in Holyoke, Mass.,
as a senior tax associate.

Adriana Favreau Joins as
Event Coordinator
The NRLA is happy to announce that
Adriana Favreau joined the association
as event coordinator. Favreau comes to
the NRLA from the New York State Bar
Association where she has worked for the
last five-and-a-half years as the section
liaison and meeting representative for the organization.

WWW.NRLA.ORG
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NRLA Announces Slate of Officers
for 2018-19

NRLA BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Member-at-Large
Josh Druke, WW Building Supply, Newfane, VT

Industry News

Burgoyne Honored
The Waltham Boys & Girls Club honored
the legacy of Joe Burgoyne, who passed
away in February.
The club presented Burgoyne
family members with its Robert J. Stanton
Legacy Award during its 28th Annual
Gala. The award recognizes those who
have made significant contributions to
the club and the youth it serves.

The Nominating Committee has selected the following nominees to
be voted upon by all members this fall:
NRLA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Chair: Rod Wiles, Hammond Lumber Co., Belgrade, ME
Chair-Elect: Lorraine Miner, Miner’s, Inc., Canton, CT
Vice Chair: Nick Kuiken, Kuiken Brothers Co., Inc., Fair Lawn, NJ
Immediate Past Chair: Dana Schnipper, JC Ryan EBCO/H&G, LLC,
Farmingdale, NY
Secretary-Treasurer: Genn Hagan, GNH Lumber, Inc., Latham, NY
Members-at-Large
Glen Albee, Ridgefield Supply Co., Ridgefield, CT
Joe Cecarelli, Oxford Lumber & Building Materials, Oxford, CT
(completing 2-year term)
Leah Fennell, Shepley Wood Products, Hyannis, MA
Doug Ford, Curtis Lumber Co., Ballston Spa, NY (LBMDF Liaison)
Bernie Nugent, Warren Trask Co., Lakeville, MA (completing 2-year term)
Eric Tucker, Beatty Lumber & Millwork Co., Upper Darby, PA
(completing 2-year term)

|

Obituaries
Sharon Wutke, 58, passed away on May 12. Wutke was
employed at C.A. Niece in Lambertville, N.J., for 22 years,
most recently as assistant CFO.
James Mitchell Landon, 90, of Guilford, Conn., passed away
suddenly on June 6. A Navy veteran, Landon opened Landon
Lumber Company in 1955. He retired in 1994.

Happy Anniversary

All of us at the NRLA would like to thank the following members for their continued support of the
Association. These companies are celebrating many years as members of the NRLA in June, and we
are grateful for the opportunity to serve these and all of our members:

100 N. Dain's Sons Company Inc., Peekskill, NY
YEARS
95 Sanford & Hawley Inc., Unionville, CT

YEARS

85 Hancock Lumber Company Inc., Casco, ME

YEARS

85 Nunda Lumber & Hardware Inc., Nunda, NY

YEARS

85 Washington Supply Co., Washington Depot, CT

YEARS

85 West End Lumber Company, Bridgeport, CT

YEARS

65 Hingham Lumber Company Inc., Cohasset, MA

YEARS

40 Ashley's Home Center, Ogdensburg, NY

YEARS

40 IKO Sales, Kankakee, IL

YEARS

40 Nutmeg Forest Products, Inc., Fairfield, CT

YEARS

35 Forest Materials Inc., Buffalo, NY

YEARS

35 New England Millwork, Inc., Dorchester Center, MA

YEARS

30 R.A. Graham Co., Inc., Rochdale, MA

YEARS

30 Springfield Lumber Co., Inc., West Springfield, MA

YEARS

20 D.C. Bates Equipment Co., Inc., Hopedale, MA

YEARS

20 Flagship Forest Products, Brighton, MA

YEARS

20 Foland Lumber Company, Binghamton, NY

YEARS

15 Specialty Builders' Supply, Inc., Brewster, MA

YEARS

1 Hardware Suppliers, Inc., Akron, OH

YEAR

1 Len-Co Lumber Corporation, Buffalo, NY

YEAR

40 PDJ Components, Inc., Chester, NY

YEARS
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New Products

AZEK Impression
Rail Express
Speeds Installation
AZEK Building Products announced new Impression Rail
Express just in time for deck season. With sleek, contemporary
style, the pre-assembled aluminum railing panel system is
engineered for quick installation at the jobsite and lasting
safety for the homeowners.

L.J. Smith Stair Systems
Introduces Metal Newel Caps
and Flat Bar Balusters
L.J. Smith enhanced its product offering with
the introduction of Metal Newel Caps and Flat Bar
Balusters that support the modern styles of stair
systems gaining popularity in today’s marketplace.

New Tool Lets Homeowners
Visualize Their Ideal
Outdoor Living Space
Homeowners can now try out different fence styles and
colors before the first post is ever bought or placed, thanks
to a new online home exterior visualization tool from
CertainTeed. The tool, called Fence-It, creates a stunningly
realistic rendering of how various CertainTeed Fence
Collection products will look in a yard before homeowners
spend a cent out of their budget.
20
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IS OUR SIDING
MORE BEAUTIFUL
OR MORE DURABLE?
YES.
TruExterior Siding & Trim made from poly-ash is resistant to both moisture and movement related
issues. So when you’re choosing siding and trim for your customers’ homes, you no longer have
to choose between performance and aesthetics. To request a sample, visit TruExterior.com

IRISH EYES
ARE
SMILING

By Rob Totaro
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n May, dealers, retailers, and suppliers from around the world
descended upon the small farming town of Monaghan,
Ireland, to celebrate the grand opening of CombiLift’s new
$60 million facility. The opening of the 500,000-squarefoot hub coincides with the company's 20th anniversary and
represents the next step in the innovative company’s plans to
help businesses maximize their warehousing space and handle
materials more safely.
“We don’t produce regular forklift trucks,” Martin McVicar,
president of CombiLift, told a group of North American reporters
during the grand opening celebration. “We’re very much focused
on developing innovative forklift trucks to save warehouse space
regardless of what type of product the client is handling.”

provide even greater customization at a fraction of the production
time without relying on automated production processes.
“There’s very little automation in our plant,” explained
McVicar. “It’s still a very manual process, and that gives us great
flexibility that we can tailor-make any product a customer needs
in terms of tweaking it around their needs.”
While the plant's physical production may rely on manual
processes, the company utilizes several automated systems to
track and plan production and keep the behind-the-scenes labor
costs low.
As McVicar described it, “The way we’ve set this plant up, we
like to think that we’re setting a benchmark that we can do mass
production of customized or tailored products. And even though
there’s a little more labor content, that gives us great flexibility.”

A LEGACY OF INNOVATION AND SAFETY
In 1998, engineers Robert Moffett and Martin McVicar pooled
their expertise to design the world’s first all-wheel-drive, multidirectional forklift. From that innovation, CombiLift was born.
Moffett, whose name is synonymous with innovation in the
material handling segment, had previously created the “Moffett
Mounty,” a truck-mounted forklift. McVicar was a young prodigy
whose career rapidly accelerated at Moffett Engineering, rising
to chief engineering officer before the age of 20.
It is the vision of these two that propelled CombiLift to
one of the top manufacturers of forklifts in the world. Since its
inception, the company has sold over 40,000 forklifts in more
than 85 countries.
The addition of the new manufacturing facility—the
largest in Ireland—will help the company increase production
capabilities. Additionally, CombiLift will be adding 200 new jobs
at the facility over the next three years.
McVicar explained, “The combination of this state-of-the-art
production plant and a skilled workforce will allow us to double
production within the next five years.”
INNOVATION FOR RETAILERS
So what does this all mean for Northeast LBM retailers? To be
clear, CombiLift has always offered an innovative product, but
with all their production under one roof, the company can now
WWW.NRLA.ORG

ACCEPTANCE AND ADOPTION
CombiLift’s flexibility and desire to work with its potential
customers is another way the company differentiates itself from
the 200-plus forklift manufacturers globally.
“When we’re developing a new product, it’s not our
engineers in a room thinking what the next CombiLift should
look like,” said McVicar. “We’re very much sitting down with
our customers, listening to their challenges, and developing a
product to solve that.”
By working in collaboration with customers, and focusing
on building safe, easy-to-use forklifts, CombiLift has seen
consistent and enthusiastic operator acceptance of the new
products throughout the world. In addition to the workflow
and safety improvements they offer, CombiLift also delivers its
customers a rapid return on investment.
McVicar added, “When a customer buys a CombiLift product
they are getting a return on investment in less than 36 months.”
A BRIGHT FUTURE
As CombiLift continues to grow into their new facility, the
opportunities are endless. From new markets and product
segments to their warehouse planning services and customized
production capabilities, the company is poised to be a true
partner in the success of your company. LC
JULY/AUGUST 2018 LUMBER CO-OPERATOR
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Customer Success Story:

Spruce Software Helps Keep Garden Center
Growing and Secure after a Cyber Attack

A

fter using Spruce business management software
from ECi Software Solutions for more than 10
years, folks at Hickory Home and Garden Center

in Hickory, North Carolina, have a pretty good idea of the
benefits ECi’s software system offers LBM operations.
The company’s office manager, who boasts an
accounting career that began in the early 1980s, describes
Spruce as the easiest program she’s ever used to handle
the financial side of a business.
SPRUCE SOFTWARE FOR HOME CENTERS HAS
BEEN THE CATALYST TO DOUBLING SALES AND
EXPANSION INTO NEW PRODUCT CATEGORIES
Aaron Poland, another veteran with over 20 years at the company,
says Spruce is a key reason why Hickory Home and Garden
has more than doubled sales in the past five years while only
adding three more full-time employees—going from 15 to 18.
It’s also why, he says, the company has been able to
expand successfully into new product categories. Sales of
power tools have risen from $800–$1,200 per year five years
ago to close to $150,000 per year today. Fertilizer and grass
seed sales have risen from about $8,000–$9,000 per year
three years ago to $90,000 per year today.
Growth on that scale without careful management of
the basics can often cause serious cash flow and/or profitability
problems. But that has never been a concern at Hickory Home
and Garden thanks to Spruce, says Poland.

AS THE BUSINESS GREW MORE COMPLEX, SPRUCE
SOFTWARE MADE GROWTH MANAGEMENT SIMPLE
“We have a very diverse mix of products and services and we are
able to run just about all of it with Spruce,” he reports. “Spruce
makes it easy for us to track inventory, make sure our pricing
is where it needs to be, and deliver superior customer service,
whether it’s to our retail walk-in trade, general contractors, or
specialty landscapers in our market. Spruce takes what co be a
very complicated business and makes it simple for us.”
24
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AARON POLAND,
HICKORY HOME AND
GARDEN CENTER

“Not only do we have
more time to spend on
what’s really important
for the business, but now
we can be confident that
we’re protected against
ransomware attacks,
spyware, viruses, and all
the other online threats
out there.”

A VICIOUS RANSOMWARE ATTACK MADE THE
THREAT OF CYBERCRIME A PAINFUL REALITY
If all all of that wasn’t enough, adds Poland, Spruce software has
given him and the rest of the Hickory Home and Garden Center
team something that in many ways is even more valuable: a far
greater sense of security against the growing threat of cybercrime.
Poland still has vivid memories of what happened at the
company on September 29, 2017. “It was the day before the
end of our fiscal year and we were getting ready to close
out the books,” he recalls. The only problem: when Poland and
the rest of the team came in to open for business that day, they
found themselves victims of a vicious ransomware attack.
“None of our computers would come up and the main
server was showing an ‘Unable to find the C Drive’ message,”
reports Poland. Not only were all the files on the server
encrypted but the attack had also encrypted everything on the
external hard drive the company used as a backup.
“We were able to get email, though, and that’s how the
attackers told us how we could pay for the decryption code that
would give us our files back,” he reports.
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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UNLIKE MANY CYBERCRIME STORIES, THIS ONE
ENDED HAPPILY
Fortunately, in addition to the external hard drive backup, the
company also did a daily backup to a flash drive. Without the data
on that drive, this story would have ended very differently.
“We had been thinking about moving to the cloud-based
version of Spruce for a while before all this happened, but the
ransomware attack made it clear the time for just thinking
was over,” Poland explains.
The average time to convert from the onpremise version of
Spruce to the cloudbased version is two weeks. Urgent cases,
for example those involving ransomware, however, are prioritized
to help these customers get their businesses back online quickly.
“I called Spruce, told them the situation and they couldn’t
have been more responsive,” he says. The ransomware attack
came on a Friday and by the following Monday, Hickory Home
and Garden was up on the cloud and back live again with Spruce,
with all of their data loaded and accessible.

SPRUCE’S PEOPLE WERE JUST AS INVALUABLE
AS THE SOFTWARE
“Spruce really came through for us when we needed them,” says

Poland. “They provided a dedicated support person who set
up each computer remotely and made sure everything worked
properly. They even made it possible to add our company logo to
our receipts and charge tickets when they print out.”

THE MOVE TO CLOUD-BASED SPRUCE PROVIDED
CONFIDENCE AND CONVENIENCE
“Before we moved to the cloud, I would always have to go in
early or stay late to do software updates and other maintenance.
But now that’s a thing of the past,” Poland happily reports. “Not
only do we have more time to spend on what’s important for the
business, but now we can be confident that we’re protected
against ransomware attacks, spyware, viruses, and all the other
online threats out there.”
Thanks to Spruce business software and the responsiveness
of the Spruce customer service and technical support teams,
Poland and his team have taken what could have been a
disastrous situation and given it a happy ending.
By moving to the cloud, they can focus on growing the
business and expanding their product mix and customer base
without having to worry about online threats that can cause the
company major long-term damage.

SAVE THOUSANDS.
Spruce® software, designed for the LBM industry, manages all of your
documents electronically, so you can save money on paper, filing cabinets, and
storage space. With all transactions available with just a click, you can email
invoices and monthly statements, saving countless hours and costly postage
expense. Save time and improve the bottom line.

REAL SAVINGS. REAL SIMPLE.
“Just being able to email customer invoices and statements has saved thousands of dollars a month in
stationery and postage, not to mention all the time it saved.”
–Steve Hull, TimberTown Building Centre

www.ECiSolutions.com/Spruce

SpruceInfo@ECiSolutions.com

800.777.8231

Reliable
On-Time Shipping
.................................
What you need,
when you need it.

Expert Sales
Training
.................................
The tools and the
knowledge you need.

Top Marketing
Support
.................................
Building awareness,
driving sales.

Limitations and restrictions apply to AdvanTech’s Lifetime Limited Warranty. Visit HuberWood.com/AdvanTech/ResidentialWarranty to learn more. © 2018 Huber Engineered Woods LLC.
AdvanTech and AdvanTech logos and designs are registered trademarks of Huber Engineered Woods LLC. HUB 18190-1 03/18

Personal
Technical Service
.................................
Live support
from real experts.

YOU’LL FIND THE STR
ENGTH
OF OUR PEOPLE
IN EVERY SINGLE BOA
RD.

When it comes to AdvanTech® subflooring, our products are only part of the story.
For more than 20 years, our highly trained staff has supported dealers and builders with service that goes
above what’s expected and reflects the consistent AdvanTech® subflooring strength customers demand from
our products. From reliable on-time shipping to our strategic marketing programs and technical customer
service, our performance goes from the sales floor to the jobsite and beyond.

Visit AdvanTechQuiet.com
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CoNneCtiCUT
The #MeToo Movement Makes Its Way Through Connecticut
By Carrie Rand-Anastasiades, Nome Associates
The #MeToo movement has very
decidedly changed the world. The
World Health Organization estimates
that sexual violence affects a third
of all women worldwide and that
approximately 54% of American women
have experienced unwanted and inappropriate sexual advances
in the workplace. We have all read the horror stories of American
gymnasts and actresses being abused. Popular TV personalities
such as Bill Cosby were convicted, and Matt Lauer was dismissed
from NBC for sexual harassment. With the likes of high-ranking
government officials, the #MeToo movement reached the
doorstep of the Connecticut State Capitol.
The year 2018 is being dubbed the Year of the Woman,
and it is also an election year. Because of this, legislators wanted
to do something to protect Connecticut’s women. Current
law requires supervisors to complete two hours of sexual
harassment training within six months of the start of their
employment; however, this mandate only applies to companies
of 50 or more. Both Governor Malloy (D) and Representatives
Porter (D-New Haven) and Slap (D-West Hartford) sponsored
bills augmenting the training that employers were mandated
to provide. Both bills expanded harassment training to all
employees and required training every five years. The governor’s
version limited the requirement to companies with 15 or more
employees, while the House version extended it to companies
with three or more. There was a general consensus among
legislators, both Republican and Democrat, as well as male and
female, that prevention and education were the best tools to
eliminate sexual harassment in the workplace.
The business coalition, which includes the Lumber Dealers

Association of Connecticut (LDAC), had serious concerns in
regard to the expense of training all employees. Estimates
showed that the cost of training could have exceeded $1 billion
every five years as it currently costs about $75 per employee
to complete this training. Adding new costs to the business
community, as well as the State, when they can least afford
it resonated with many. LDAC worked closely with coalition
members to make improvements to the bill and discussed the
issue with members of the legislature.
The Senate devised what they thought was a compromise
position. It expanded the requirements for employers to train
all non-supervisory employees on sexual harassment laws,
but limited it to companies with 20 or more employees. It
also mandated that the Commission on Human Rights and
Opportunities (CHRO) devise training materials for employers,
at no cost to business. These materials would be free on their
website. This bill was a great compromise, which is why it passed
the Senate 31-5.
As the bill moved to the House, many thought it would be
on the fast track, but it was not. Drafters of the bill neglected to
remove the statute of limitations on sexual harassment claims. If
the Senate version had passed, individuals like Bill Cosby or Dr.
Nassar could not have been prosecuted. Because there was little
time left in the session, the General Assembly decided not to
fix the bill and come back next year with a proposal that would
address this.
As the #MeToo movement continues to grow stronger,
advocates will want more than what the Senate agreed upon,
and the issue will definitely return next year. LDAC will continue
to follow this issue and work on our members’ behalf in the next
session. LC

CONNECTICUT SUCCESSES FOR 2018
Conn. defeated all labor mandates,
including: raising the minimum wage
to $15 per hour, expanding paid
sick leave to all businesses, 12-week
paid family and medical leave,
mandatory two weeks’ advanced
notice of work schedules, mandated
sexual harassment training for all
employees, and assessing a tax on
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employers that do not pay at least
$15 per hour. Conn. defeated sprinkler
mandate on all new townhomes. LDAC
joined the Home Builders in opposing
the Connecticut Codes and Standards
Committee’s recommendation to
add the sprinkler requirement to
the building code.

LBM INDUSTRY IN
CONNECTICUT
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
36,271
Total Annual Wages:
$1,904,237,667
Average Industry Pay:
$54,541
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MAiNE
Maine Hashes Out Marijuana Implementation Bill
By Dan Riley, Norman, Hanson, & DeTroy, LLC

In November 2016, Maine voters
approved a citizen’s-initiated ballot
question legalizing adult use of
marijuana and establishing a regulated
marijuana market. As a result of the ballot
question, the Legislature was left to pass
legislation that would establish the rules and regulations for
implementation. Given the scope of work, the Legislature enacted
a moratorium on implementation of the initiated law in January
2017. This moratorium gave the Legislature additional time to
fix the multitude of problems created by the poorly drafted
initiated legislation. The Legislature also formed the Joint Select
Committee on Marijuana Legalization Implementation in order
to address the issues surrounding full implementation of the law.
Unfortunately, the Legislature and the governor were not able
to come to an agreement on an implementation bill in 2017 and
kicked the can down the road to tackle the issue in 2018.
To the delight of the Retail Lumber Dealers Association of
Maine (RLDAM) and the business community, this April, the Joint
Select Committee passed an implementation bill, which included
an important provision improving employer protections. While
Governor LePage vetoed the bill citing federal law, the Legislature
voted to override the Governor’s veto, enacting it as law.
The employer protections provision included in the bill
repeals the entire initiated referenda law, including the “protected
class” status of marijuana users that had been included in the
referenda, and replaced the previous law. RLDAM had serious
concerns over the protected class status, as the use of any
substances that can cause impairment, whether alcohol or
marijuana, increases the likelihood of accidents occurring. Safety
is always a top priority in a lumber yard that includes the use
of delivery trucks, forklifts, and other heavy equipment and
materials. This provision in LD 1719 is very important because it
ensures that employers are entitled to a drug-free workplace and
can take disciplinary action against employees who are impaired
on the job. Additionally, removing the protected class status will
help prevent employers from being swept into lawsuits.
RLDAM has been a strong advocate for proper workplace
protections as it relates to drug-free workplaces and substanceuse policies. For years, RLDAM has testified in support of several
pieces of legislation that have sought to strengthen employer
protections in their substance use policies and has spoken to
countless legislators about the issue at their annual lobby day.
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This legislative session, RLDAM worked with the Maine State
Chamber of Commerce and other members of the business
community to ensure enactment of the marijuana legalization
implementation bill with employer protections. It was a hardfought effort by RLDAM and the business community. At times
it looked as if the implementation bill would not include any
provisions to protect employers, but RLDAM persevered—that
perseverance paid off. LC

MAINE SUCCESSES FOR 2018
Maine passes marijuana implementation bill with key
employer protection provision that removes marijuana
users’ protected status from the law. This change means
employers are entitled to a drug free workplace and can
take some disciplinary action against employees.

LBM INDUSTRY IN MAINE
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
23,200
Total Annual Wages:
$953,283,406
Average Industry Pay:
$44,756
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NEW JeRSEy
New Jersey’s New Administration and the
Rise of Progressive Issues
By Scot Mackey, MBI-Gluckshaw
Believe it or not, change can sometimes
happen quickly in politics, like the
number of laws that were quickly
enacted after the 9/11 World Trade
Center attacks. After eight years of
Governor Chris Christie’s administration
and the election of President Donald Trump, New Jersey swung
left and the New Administration has brought change.
Newly elected Governor Phil Murphy (D) proposed a
budget that would raise an additional $1.6 billion in revenue
for the state through legalizing recreational marijuana, creating
a millionaire’s tax, and raising the sales tax back to 7%. His
agenda has also included pay equity, earned sick leave, a
proposal to increase minimum wage to $15, expansion of the
family leave act, automatic voter registration, increased Planned
Parenthood funding, and a ban on offshore oil drilling. Many of
the governor’s plans for the state are included in his proposed
budget. The plan includes larger pension payments, free
community college, and universal pre-K.
For small businesses, it appears taxes will go up to pay for
the progressive agenda. With the legislature also under Democrat
control the question becomes how does the New Jersey Building
Materials Dealers Association (NJBMDA) work with the state
government to ensure our concerns and issues are heard?
First, remember there are many that share your opinion,
so it is always helpful when more voices are weighing in and to
work as part of a broader business coalition. NJBMDA is a proud
supporter of the NJBIA Political Action Committee and works
closely with them and the State Chambers on broad business
issues. For example, the final earned sick leave bill had numerous

amendments thanks to the business community’s effort to make
it a little more business friendly by:
• Entitling employees to accrue five days/40 hours of paid
leave (previously, the bill called for businesses with more
than 10 employees to allow employees to accrue nine
days) in a benefit year.
• Limiting the number of hours carried into the next year
to five days/40 hours.
• Allowing employers to designate "blackout days,"
during which employees are not entitled to take
scheduled paid leave.
• No longer requiring employers to cover an employee's
expenses incurred in obtaining documentation related
to their absence.
• Preventing local statute related to paid leave.
Second, we need to work closely with all branches of the
legislature and the governor’s office because many times they
don’t agree and there is always judicial recourse. Through our
discussions in Trenton neither the increase in the sales tax nor
the millionaire’s tax has been agreed to by the legislative leaders.
While they may yet be part of the budget, there is significant
concern of the broader business implications of these proposals.
Finally, we must remain active in our communities and
the political process. Because there has been a push to the left
and a progressive agenda proposed, we must not hide thinking
it will go away. Instead we must remain diligent reaching out
to our state and local elected officials and voice our concerns
and help them to understand the impact to our employees and
businesses. One way to join us is for our Trenton Lobby Day this
fall and to make your voices heard. LC

NEW JERSEY SUCCESSES FOR 2018
New Jersey has advocated against labor bill that would be overly
arduous for small businesses and worked to reduce the burdens.
Advocated against tax increases for businesses. The new paid sick
leave law also sets a standard for the state instead of allowing
municipalities to set their own patchwork requirements.
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LBM INDUSTRY IN
NEW JERSEY
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
103,148
Total Annual Wages:
$5,260,896,155
Average Industry Pay:
$57,359
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new YOrk
New York State Senate: Power Sharing and Leadership Dynamics
By Todd Vandervort, The Vandervort Group

For the past seven years, the New York
State Senate has operated in factions:
Republicans, Democrats, and the
break-away Independent Democratic
Conference (IDC), made up of eight
Democrats that caucused with the
Republicans. With the support of the IDC, the Republicans
maintained a majority in the Senate over the years, even when
they did not have sufficient numbers to form a governing
majority of their own in 2013 and 2014.
New York State Senator Jeff Klein served as the leader of
the IDC. Another Senator, Simcha Felder, a Brooklyn Democrat,
won office in 2012, and within days of the election, announced
his intent to caucus with the Republicans. He was not a member
of the IDC. Despite its oddity, the Senate’s make-up created
a balance of power among Democratic Governor Andrew
Cuomo, the Democrat-controlled Assembly, and the Republicancontrolled Senate. They were even referred to as the “four men
in a room” during budget discussions. Work was getting done,
small businesses were being protected, and the business climate
overall was in a good place.
However, the landscape is shifting on the federal and
state levels due to unrest surrounding President Donald Trump
and Governor Cuomo’s primary against actress Cynthia Nixon,
who used the Senate bipartisan alliance as a focus of her
attacks against Cuomo. In response to these political forces,
Cuomo declared that Democrats have a common enemy:
defeating President Trump and his agenda, which can only be
accomplished by unifying the Democratic Party in New York
State. Just before special elections were to be held to fill 11
open seats—two of which were Senate seats previously held
by Democrats—Governor Cuomo brokered a deal with the IDC
bringing them back together with the mainline Democrats,
taking them one step closer to controlling the Senate. Under the
terms, Senator Andrea Stewart-Cousins would become the sole
Democratic leader, and Senator Klein would become her deputy.
As predicted, the Senate Democrats won both open seats
in the special elections, bringing the total number of Democrats
in the 63-member chamber to 32—enough for a majority;
however, Senator Felder has continued (for now) to caucus
with Republicans, giving them the power to lead the Senate.
Nevertheless, in November, all 63 Senate seats and 150 Assembly
seats are open.
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Political disruptions in power are nothing new in New York
State, but they can be destructive to businesses with issues
pending in the legislature. Typically, this disharmony is followed
by unrest, and ultimately no work gets done. For the time
being, there is a balance of power, and it is business as usual,
but with elections in November, and a large number of Senate
Republicans announcing their retirement after this session, the
future of New York politics is unknown.
The most effective response to this political turbulence is
to support the party and the candidates that you want to be in
office. Vote. Vote strategically. Stand behind your association
and give money to their political action fund to allow them to
make unified donations on behalf of a large group of members.
Together we are stronger and can effectuate changes so that
ultimately our businesses thrive and grow, and we can support
a vibrant economy. LC

NEW YORK
SUCCESSES FOR 2018
New York passed regulatory reforms bills to start reducing
first time penalties and increase notification and response
time to new regulations. Also passed legislation allowing
small group self-funded insurance programs to continue.
Defeated new taxes and labor provisions as part of the
budget and as stand-alone legislation.

LBM INDUSTRY IN NEW YORK
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
139,443
Total Annual Wages:
$6,542,884,357
Average Industry Pay:
$53,629
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MAsSAChusetTS
State Ballot Questions Shake Up Legislative Deliberations
By Patrick Huntington, Mass Bay Associates

The formal deliberations of the
Massachusetts Legislature will conclude
on July 31. The House and Senate are
considering a variety of proposals that
could adversely impact employers and
retailers across the state. Among those is
an attempt to increase the state’s current $11-per-hour minimum
wage to $15 per hour over a three-year period beginning in
2019. A second proposal seeks to implement a paid family and
medical leave law that will provide eligible employees with up
to 26 weeks of paid personal leave and 16 weeks of paid leave to
care for immediate family members.
These are contentious issues with members of labor unions
and their supporters going head-to-head with the business
community, which decries what they believe is the ongoing
effort by the Legislature to make the business community the
guarantors of the social safety net. The Senate has supported
these two pieces of legislation, while the House has taken a
more cautious approach.
The differences in ideology within the Legislature would
typically enable one branch to defeat these bills, or in the
alternative, force a compromise that would try to address the
concerns of all parties; however, the supporters of these bills
have grown frustrated by what they believe is inaction by the
House. They are now threatening to take these issues directly
to the voters at the November general election. Their ability to
pivot to the ballot for redress gives them significant leverage and
likely weakens the position of the House.
The supporters have obtained the required 65,000
signatures to place these questions on the ballot and will need
to gather an additional 11,000 if the Legislature fails to act by
the end of June. Gov. Baker and the legislative leaders are urging
both sides to agree to a “grand bargain,” but to date they have
been unable to reach an agreement.
Two additional ballot questions may also be headed to the
November ballot. The Retailers Association of Massachusetts has
proposed a question to lower the state sales tax from 6.25 percent
to 5 percent. A constitutional amendment proposed by the
Legislature would increase the income tax to 9 percent on incomes
over $1 million. The income tax ballot question is estimated to
increase state revenue by $2 billion per year while the sales tax
measure is expected to reduce revenue by $2 billion per year.
The State Supreme Judicial Court recently heard a challenge
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to the income tax surcharge and is expected to issue its
decision in June. The sales tax supporters have indicated they
may withdraw their proposal if the corresponding income tax
increase is ruled unconstitutional. They are under pressure from
legislative leaders to withdraw their question in order to prevent
such a significant reduction in state revenues collections.
The final outcome for these four issues will be settled by
November either through the actions of the Legislature, the
Supreme Judicial Court, or the voters at the ballot box. It is highly
likely that a minimum wage hike and paid family leave law will
ultimately be approved in some form. The prospects of approval
of the two tax measures will remain uncertain until the Supreme
Judicial Court releases its final ruling. LC

MASSACHUSETTS
SUCCESSES FOR 2018
Mass. defeated bills that would have required side rails on
all delivery trucks, would have imposed data security liability
for replacement credit cards on retailers, and allow big box
stores to require full payment for all projects instead of
following traditional state rules on maximum prepayments.

LBM INDUSTRY IN
MASSACHUSETTS
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
57,705
Total Annual Wages:
$3,189,141,647
Average Industry Pay:
$57,430
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RhodE IslAND
Rhode Island: “If You Don’t Have a Seat at the Table,
Then You’ll Be on the Menu”
By Terry Martiesian, Martiesian Associates

The 2018 election in Rhode Island will be
one of the state’s most defining elections,
especially for the foreseeable future, and
it will definitely have an impact on your
business. The issue is control of the state’s
leadership between moderate candidates
(Democrats) and a most aggressive progressive group (also
Democrats). Simply said, it will impact our state’s future direction
economically, politically, and legislatively.
The Sept. 12th primary will be a key election as progressives
are buoyed by the 2016 primary election results, including Bernie
Sanders whipping Hillary Clinton, the so- called “establishment
candidate.” They are now seeking candidates to challenge
moderate Democrats who do not completely adhere to the
Progressive Platform, and by that are hoping to move the
party to the far left. If that occurs, much of the “bad” legislation
introduced and defeated will now be in play for passage.
Progressives are hoping to take control of the House, and if
they do there will no longer be a buffer against their legislative
agenda, which includes raising the minimum wage to $15 per
hour; strong basic employee working conditions; a progressive
tax system to level the playing field between the rich and poor;
a single-payer health care system; legalizing recreational use of
marijuana; a carbon tax; promoting the rights of all workers to
unionize; ending employment-at-will; overtime pay; etc. They will
further strengthen pay equity legislation, if it passes this session,
and amend the recently enacted paid sick leave legislation.
Compounding this is the challenge of Matt Brown for the
Democratic Party nomination for governor against Governor Gina
Raimondo. Brown has stated he will run a progressive political
campaign against Gov. Raimondo, whom he claims represents
the “establishment.” Progressives have one of its leaders in
Rep. Aaron Regunberg, who is a candidate for lieutenant
governor challenging the incumbent Lt. Governor Daniel McKee.
Regunberg wants to continue the movement toward economic
socialism and its bulging bureaucracy and taxes.
The Rhode Island Lumber and Building Material Dealers
Association (RILBMDA) has individually and in cooperation with
the Rhode Island Business Coalition, a group of businesses and
trade associations, testified, submitted written testimony, and
signed onto Business Coalition positions either in support of or
opposition to countless pieces of legislation. Inasmuch as the
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2018 General Assembly is still in session, it is difficult to gauge the
final outcome of legislation; however, it is fair to say some bills are
not expected to pass, including the carbon tax, minimum wage
increase to $15 per hour, employment-at-will, unpaid wage lien
on property, and overtime pay. Pay equity and unemployment
income increases presently remain in play for possible passage in
some form.
These bills are defeated because of the legislators currently
serving in the General Assembly and the work of RILBMDA and
the entire R.I. Business Coalition. The entire business community
must be as energized as the opposition. Elections are not won by
just sending a donation; it’s seeking and supporting candidates
who agree with our positions to run for office, working on
campaigns both locally and statewide, donating your time,
hosting fundraising events and rallies for supportive candidates,
and so on that wins elections. Without this occurring this election
year, business will have no one else but itself to blame. There is
a saying, “If you don’t have a seat at the table, then you’ll be on
the menu.” Don’t sit on the sidelines—help RILBMDA continue to
fight the good fight. LC

RHODE ISLAND
SUCCESSES FOR 2018
RILBMDA defeats legislation that would have
raised the minimum wage to $15 per hour.
RILBMDA defeats legislation that would have legalized
recreational marijuana. The business community is
greatly concerned with legalization and employers’
rights to enforce their substance use policies, especially
for safety sensitive positions.

LBM INDUSTRY IN
RHODE ISLAND
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
7,318
Total Annual Wages:
$321,209,984
Average Industry Pay:
$48,158
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NEw HampShire
N.H. Proposes Legislation Going Beyond Other States:
Requirements to Pay Employees for Unused Vacation
By Curtis Barry, The Dupont Group

There is no statute in New Hampshire
requiring paid vacation time; in fact,
the only requirement that comes close
is the requirement to carry workers’
compensation coverage. After that,
business owners are free to offer as much
paid time off as they see fit and are free to determine in what
form that takes.
But legislators were presented with cases of employees who
could not take their paid time off and the company had a “use
it or lose it” policy, thus legislation was introduced to require
payment of accrued but unused “vacation time.” Proponents felt
the time accrued was “owned” by the employee and constituted
wages that must be paid. The bill had fatal flaws, and the New
Hampshire Retail Lumber Association (NHRLA) came out in
opposition to the bill. NHRLA spoke to legislators about the bill
at their annual legislative breakfast and provided testimony at
the House Labor Committee. The committee, on party-line votes,
recommended the bills not pass; however, proponents kept the
bill alive.
Subsequent to the committee vote, proponents developed
an amendment that would have given employees an additional
90 days after their date of hire or end of the annual vacation time
accrual period to use their unused vacation hours. Additionally,
if an employee was unable to schedule time off due to the needs
of the business, the employer would have to pay their employee
for any unused vacation time, up to the accrued max established
in the employer’s policy. That amendment succeeded in the full
House; however, the Senate killed the measure altogether, which
was an important victory for NHRLA.
Some states’ statutes, for example, say accrued vacation
time cannot expire and must be paid out to an employee upon
termination or separation from the employer, and in some cases
the same rules apply to “personal time off” (PTO). None that I’m
aware, however, prohibit an employer from capping accrued
unused vacation time.
While it may seem benign, the language passed by
the House represents a step down a slippery slope toward
government mandates in the employee benefits area.
NHRLA felt it intrusive enough to continue to oppose the bill
throughout the entire process, and the New Hampshire State
Senate ultimately agreed with our position that the state should
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not be in the business of mandating vacation time policies.
Those decisions should be left to employers, as they can best
determine what works for their employees and their business.
Puerto Rico, in fact, is in the process of rolling back mandated
benefits as some there now realize cookie-cutter requirements
that do not take into consideration each employee’s needs and
wants are an inhibitor to employment. LC

NEW HAMPSHIRE
SUCCESSES FOR 2018
New Hampshire defeats bill that would have
mandated that employers pay employees for earned
but unused vacation time at the end of each year.
New Hampshire defeats legislation that would have
required employers to provide at least two weeks’ advance
notice of work schedules and assigned penalties for
changed shifts or lack of notice.

LBM INDUSTRY IN
NEW HAMPSHIRE
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
17,480
Total Annual Wages:
$822,747,541
Average Industry Pay:
$53,662
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VerMont
VRLDA Earns Victory: Passes Legislation
Banning Retainage on Building Materials
By Bill Smith, Smith Government Relations, LLC

The Vermont Retail Lumber Dealers
Association (VRLDA) has been
working diligently over the years
to pass legislation banning the
practice of withholding retainage on
building materials. Retainage, which
is the practice of withholding some portion of payment to a
contractor, typically 5% to 10%, until a job is completed. This is
a common practice in the owner-contractor and the contractorsubcontractor business relationships. In recent years, the
lumber and building materials industry has fallen victim to the
practice and has seen occasions where retainage is being used
for building supplies. Unfortunately, the practice seems to be
spreading, at least in high-dollar commercial construction, such
as the high-profile fraud case at Jay Peak.
In response to the rise of retainage on building materials,
VRLDA sponsored legislation banning the practice in cases
where materials are graded to meet industry standard and/
or are covered by a manufacturer’s warranty. This year, VRLDA
successfully convinced key legislators to join our sponsored
retainage bill with a larger consumer protection bill, which was
likely to pass both the House and Senate.
As is always the case in politics, the legislation had a long
journey with a lot of twists and turns along the way. The larger
consumer protection bill passed the House in January, with
our language intact in the bill. At VRLDA’s Lobby Day in April,
members took the opportunity to speak with legislators directly
about the issue and the importance of passing the larger
consumer protection bill with our language. VRLDA’s efforts at
Lobby Day helped a great deal in the education process for the
committee, and on April 26, the bill passed the Senate 30-0, with
an unrelated proposal of amendment. With the passage of the
bill in both the House and Senate committees, the Committee
of Conference resolved the differences between the Senate and
House versions and passed the larger consumer protection bill
with the retainage language intact. The fate of the bill now lies in
the hands of the governor: he could sign the bill, veto the bill, or
not sign it in which it would still become law.
In an interesting turn of events, unexpected opposition to
the larger consumer protection bill surfaced, and the governor
vetoing the bill became a strong possibility. VRLDA left nothing
to chance and took immediate action by having members call
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or email the governor’s office urging him to sign the bill into
law. Those grassroots advocacy efforts worked, as the governor
took no action on the bill, meaning it went into law without his
signature. VRLDA’s advocacy efforts are a reminder that getting
involved in the process does matter, and it indeed makes a
difference. The governor listened and sided with the state’s local,
independent businesses. This is a great victory for VRLDA and the
lumber and building materials industry. Thank you to all of the
VRLDA members and especially the VRLDA legislative committee.
You all should be proud of your hard work and efforts! LC

VERMONT
SUCCESSES FOR 2018
Vermont passes legislation that exempts material
suppliers from retainage, becoming the first state
in the Northeast to ban the practice on lumber and
building materials. Vermont has got an update on
the DMV Rule 25, which greatly loosen restrictions on
when oversized/overweight vehicles can operate.

LBM INDUSTRY IN
VERMONT
ECONOMIC IMPACT
Industry Jobs:
7,105
Total Annual Wages:
$290,212,875
Average Industry Pay:
$47,473
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By Edward J. Steve

T

he list goes on—Harvey Weinstein, Matt Lauer, Dr.
Larry Nassar, and former New York Attorney General
Eric Schneiderman to name a few. The #MeToo
movement has created a national awareness of
sexual harassment issues. The statistics are alarming, as studies
have found 81% of women and 43% of men have reported
experiencing sexual harassment or assault.
Companies, and individuals in some states like Massachusetts
and New York, can be held liable for sexual harassment claims.
A 2015 study showed 19% of employment disputes resulted
in defense and settlement costs averaging $125,000 paid by
insurance, and 81% of internally resolved matters averaged 275
days of time, energy, and resources to handle. Recent sexual
harassment settlements included a $10 million payment by Ford
to Chicago workers, and Twenty-First Century Fox has paid out
more than $45 million for claims against Roger Ailes.
But the consequences can go far beyond monetary costs. The
emotional and physical impact on victims can be devastating.
And employers’ failure to prevent harassment can result in poor
morale, turnover, and reputational harm.
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Sexual Harrassment Definition
Sexual harassment is described as unwelcome sexual advances,
requests for sexual favors, and other verbal or physical
harassment of a sexual nature. Both the victim and the harasser
can be either a woman or a man, and the victim and harasser
can be the same sex. In addition, harassment does not need to
necessarily be of a sexual nature. It can include offensive remarks
about a person’s sex, such as making offensive comments about
women or men in general. Sexual harassment is illegal when
it is so frequent or severe that it creates a hostile or offensive
work environment. Employers, however, can take steps to help
prevent harassment and bolster their defense of any legal claims.

Review Your Anti-Harrassment Policies
and Complaint Procedures
To promote a culture of respect and to defend against potential
legal claims, employers should have anti-harassment policies that
are distributed and readily available to employees. Policies should
contain a definition of sexual harassment; examples of prohibited
conduct; a prohibition against retaliation; multiple avenues
to report (managers/supervisors, human resources/employee
relations, hotlines, etc.); an explanation of the investigation
process; a commitment to maintain confidentiality to the extent
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feasible; and a statement that the company will take prompt
corrective action when it is found that harassment has occurred.

New York is scheduled to provide a model sexual harassment
prevention training module by Oct. 9, 2018.

Some states have specific policy requirements. For example,
under recently enacted New York legislation effective Oct. 9,
2018, a sexual harassment prevention policy must provide
examples of prohibited conduct; provide information on
state and federal laws concerning sexual harassment and the
remedies available to victims; include a standard complaint
form; include a procedure for a timely and confidential
investigation of complaints that ensures due process for all
parties; inform employees of their rights and all available
forums for adjudicating complaints administratively and
judicially; state that sexual harassment is considered a form
of employee misconduct and that sanctions will be enforced
against individuals engaging in sexual harassment and against
supervisory and managerial personnel who knowingly allow
such behavior to continue; and indicate that retaliation is
prohibited. New York also recently added protections for nonemployees (vendors, contractors, etc.) as New York employers
may now be liable if the employer knew, or should have
known, about harassment of non-employees and failed to take
“immediate and appropriate corrective action.” New York is
scheduled to provide sexual harassment prevention guidance
and a model policy by Oct. 9, 2018.

For Maine workplaces with 15 or more employees, employers
must conduct an education and training program for all new
employees within one year of commencement of employment
that includes the illegality of sexual harassment; the definition of
sexual harassment; a description of sexual harassment, utilizing
examples; the internal complaint process available to the
employee; the legal recourse and complaint process available
through the Maine Human Rights Commission; directions on
how to contact the Commission; and the protection against
retaliation. Employers must also conduct additional training
for supervisory and managerial employees within one year of
commencement of employment that includes (at a minimum)
the specific responsibilities of supervisory and managerial
employees and methods that these employees must take
to ensure immediate and appropriate corrective action in
addressing sexual harassment complaints.

Similarly, Maine employers are required to post and provide
employees with an annual notice stating the illegality of sexual
harassment; the definition of sexual harassment under state
law; a description of sexual harassment, utilizing examples; the
internal complaint process available to the employee; the legal
recourse and complaint process available through the Maine
Human Rights Commission; directions on how to contact the
Commission; and the protection against retaliation.
Other states like Massachusetts have similar policy requirements
and a model policy. Employers should ensure compliance with
their respective state laws and implement an anti-harassment
policy—even if not legally mandated.

Conduct Harassment Prevention Training
Employers should also consider conducting sexual harassment
prevention training designed to set the standard for workplace
interactions focused on inclusion and respect. Some states like
New York, Maine, and Connecticut require training. Effective
Oct. 9, 2018, New York employers must provide an annual
“interactive” training that includes an explanation of sexual
harassment and examples of prohibited conduct; information
on state and federal laws concerning sexual harassment and
remedies available to victims; a section addressing conduct by
supervisors and additional responsibilities for such supervisors;
and information on employees’ rights and all available forums
for adjudicating complaints administratively and judicially.
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Connecticut employers with 50 or more employees must provide
two hours of training to all supervisors within six months of their
assumption of a supervisory position. The training should be in a
“classroom-like” setting and include the federal and state statutory
provisions prohibiting sexual harassment; the definition of sexual
harassment; examples of prohibited conduct; a description of the
available remedies; a statement that individuals who commit acts
of sexual harassment may be subject to both civil and criminal
penalties; and a discussion of prevention strategies.

On the Horizon
Numerous states have proposed legislation to address workplace
sexual harassment, including Vermont, New Jersey, Virginia,
California, and Florida. Proposed legislation includes banning nondisclosure provisions in sexual harassment settlements, prohibiting
arbitration of sexual harassment claims, and policy and training
requirements. We recommend continued monitoring of legislative
developments to ensure compliance in this ever-evolving area.

Conclusion
Although employers must continue to comply with applicable
laws, an employer’s best defense against sexual harassment claims
is to create a culture of collaboration, inclusion, and, most of all,
respect. Promoting workplace standards that promote respective
interactions will not only assist with harassment prevention, but
also improve employee morale and satisfaction. LC
Edward J. Steve is Counsel in the Labor and Employment Law Group
at Harter Secrest & Emery LLP where he provides real-world, client-focused employment law advice to public and private companies. Harter Secrest & Emery has extensive experience in counseling employers
on sexual harassment prevention, regularly reviews anti-harassment
policies, and provides sexual harassment prevention training programs for employers. For more information visit www.hselaw.com.
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2018 LEGISLATIVE CONFERENCE
NRLA members attended the 2018 D.C. Legislative Conference from
March 19-21. Fifty-three NRLA members met with legislative offices and
advocated for a new Softwood Lumber Agreement, reforming the EPA
Lead RRP Rule, passing the Innocent Sellers Fairness Act, and supporting
workforce development programs. For the first time in memory,
members faced the challenge of a snowstorm hitting D.C. during the
conference. While this cut some meetings short and extended some
travel plans, members were still able to build strong grassroots relations
and help educate members on the integral role that they play in the
housing market and overall economy. NRLA highly encourages members
to considering attending the D.C. Legislative Conference next year,
as it is a rewarding and productive endeavor.
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E-ADVOCACY WORKS!
NRLA started using an E-Advocacy system to help our
members reach out to their legislators when there is an
important issue that affects the industry. Our members
have been using the system robustly to reach out to
state and federal legislators to do everything from
invite them to our lobby day functions to calling on
them to support legislation, such as the retainage bill
that passed in Vermont. Every advocate represents
NRLA members, and every connection represents the
numbers of times legislators have been contacted.
Pictured L to R: Ted Ranslow, Ashley Ranslow (NRLA), Eric Dupuis (Mast Road
Grain & Building Materials), John Voter (retired, Benson Lumber & Hardware
Inc.), U.S. Senator Maggie Hasson, Dan Keith (Selectwood), and Bob Shaw
(Huttig Building Products).

270

394

12

ADVOCATES
SIGNED UP.

CONNECTIONS
WITH
LEGISLATORS.

SUCCESSFULLY
EXECUTED.

Pictured L to R: Chris Curtis, Doug Ford, and Rich Keating (Curtis Lumber
Company), Rep. Paul Tonko, Tim Wiley (Wiley Brothers Inc.), Genn Hagan
(GNH Lumber, Inc.), Larry Stephenson (Stephenson Lumber Co. Inc.), Tammy
Wandler-Ginexi (NRLA), and David Moore (Wiley Brothers Inc.).

Pictured L to R: Bruce McCrary (Ridgefield Supply Company), Dave Bisto (Reeb
Millwork Corp.), Rep. Jim Himes, and Bob Sanford (Sanford & Hawley Inc.).
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Pictured L to R: Bob Bicknell (Bicknell Building Supply), Paul Cooley (Cooley's
Do It Best), Chuck Handley (Burke's Do It Best), Rep. Claudia Tenney, Seth
Arluck (New Hampton Lumber), and Connie Bicknell (Bicknell Building Supply).
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Pictured L to R: Jack Miller (Next Day Moulding), Patti Heintzelman (KeiverWillard Lumber), Hunter Stone (BROSCO), Leah Fennell (Shepley Wood
Products), Pam Rodgers (Keiver-Willard Lumber), John & Maureen Denison
(Jackson Lumber & Millwork), and Frank and Trey Gring (BROSCO).

Pictured L to R (back row): Rod Wiles (Hammond Lumber Company), Senator
Susan Collins, Dick Tarr (Lapointe Lumber Company Inc.), and Dave Gluck
(NRLA). Front row: Lori Wiles, Ashley Ranslow (NRLA), and Eric Dolloff
(Hancock Lumber Company, Inc.).

Pictured L to R: Mike McDole (National Lumber), Rep. David Cicilline, and
Bernie Nugent (Warren Trask Co.).

Pictured L to R: Bruce Stout (Huston Lumber & Supply), Rep. Leonard Lance,
Tammy Wandler-Ginexi (NRLA), and Steve Gerrard (Reeb Millwork Corp.).

For the first time in memory, members faced the challenge of a snow storm hitting D.C. during the conference.
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CRANES

& DERRICKS IN CONSTRUCTION

Distinguishing Between What Is Exempt, and What Is Not Exempt, When Booming Materials
By Jeff Keller, NRLA director of legislative & government affairs

In 2010, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) completed a final rule on Cranes &
Derricks in Construction. The rule was in response to an increase in fatal accidents, predominately with
tower cranes. The rules were to require a basic level of training and certification for operators of devices
that do heavy lifting in construction. In general, the rule covered all vehicles that can lift over
2,000 pounds, with the exception of forklifts. This is a federal law; therefore, it applies in all states.
When the rule was written, there were certain exemptions listed
for the delivery of materials using an articulating knuckle boom
crane (boom truck). The National Lumber and Building Material
Dealers Association (NLBMDA) worked with OSHA to include
the exemptions with the hope to get the most common delivery
practices of the boom truck exempted from the rule so members
would not be required to have certified operators; however,
not all of the exemptions NLBMDA sought appear to have been
included in the final rule.
The rule was originally scheduled to go into effect on
November 10, 2014; however, multiple delays of the rule’s
implementation for various reasons has pushed the effective
date to November 10, 2018. While OSHA is not expecting
further delays in the rule’s effective date, it cannot be ruled out.
Nonetheless, some construction sites and insurance carriers
have already started requiring operators of these devices,
including boom trucks, to be certified to make deliveries or
44
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operate on their site if they would fall under the rule once it
goes into effect.
Over the past few years, NRLA has been receiving more
questions concerning this rule as the expected implementation
date drew near. Members were trying to navigate what the
new rules covered and what they didn’t cover, and were
looking to determine if their operators need to be certified.
This is an important determination, as the course for a certified
crane operator is not quick, simple, or cheap. Most approved
instructors charge more than $1,000 per person for the
certification process as it requires a three-day class, passing a
written test on general knowledge and on the type of crane they
will be operating, and passing a practical test where the operator
must physically perform certain actions in the type of crane they
will be operating to show their competency and knowledge.
These classes also have limited capacity and availability due to
the time required to conduct the practical tests.
WWW.NRLA.ORG

How does a company determine whether their operators will
need to be certified or not? NRLA has been working hard to
answer that question for our members over the past few years.
While some exemptions for boom trucks have clear lines of
delineation, others had some gray areas. NRLA has published
numerous guidelines concerning what activities are exempt and
which are not, but the lingering question was whether delivery

to a site and booming materials to an elevated level that requires
workers to unload the material was exempted from the new
rule. Based on a Letter of Interpretation from OSHA, we feel we
can now properly answer that question: below are some of the
bullet points of what is exempt, what is not exempt, and the key
distinction when booming materials to an elevated height that
can move an operator from exempt to non-exempt.

EXEMPT ACTIVITIES

NON-EXEMPT ACTIVITIES

Please note, for the following activities to be exempted the
boom truck MUST be equipped with a fork or cradle assembly
directly attached (not suspended from the boom by a load line)
AND must be equipped with a properly functioning automatic
overload prevention device.
• Placing or stacking material, trusses, prefabricated
components, and precast concrete elements on the
ground without arranging in a particular sequence for
further hoisting.
• Transferring sheet and/or packaged goods onto a
structure, so long as the articulating crane is not used
to hold, support, or stabilize the material in a way that
facilitates construction—such as holding the material in
place while it is attached to the structure.

The following activities require a certified operator in ALL
circumstances, whether or not the articulating crane has a fork
or cradle assembly and/or a properly functioning automatic
overload prevention device.
• Arranging materials on the ground in a particular
sequence for further hoisting.
• Holding, supporting, or stabilizing material in a way that
facilitates construction—such as holding the material in
place while it is attached to the structure.
• Transferring a prefabricated component or structural
steel onto a structure.
• Placing a HVAC unit in its location of final use.
• When materials are hoisted and require a worker,
whether your employee or an employee of the
contractor/subcontractor, to physically unload/unpack
the material once it is on the crane.

As you can imagine, that last bullet point has been the largest
point of contention in the industry. According to a June 23, 2016
OSHA Letter of Interpretation, this activity falls outside of the
exemption. OSHA’s reasoning behind this is because a worker
has taken the step of unloading/unpacking the material, this
activity would fall under the crane standard as it “facilitates
the performance of a construction activity and are likely to be
subjected to hazards typical to cranes and the roofs, upper decks,
and balconies of the structures that are undergoing construction.”
There is debate, even in the industry, as to whether this letter
of interpretation is enough to require operators to be certified.
While a letter of interpretation is not part of the official rule, it is
an indication of how OSHA plans on enforcing the rule; therefore,
NRLA strongly encourages members to treat that activity as
outside of the exemption. Any OSHA inspector will be allowed to
use that letter of interpretation to fine a driver/company using a
boom truck for these activities if they are not certified.
Even as we believe the last gray area of the OSHA crane rule has
become clearer, OSHA recently released proposed changes to the
rule again. While it appears that the proposed changes will not
affect the rules concerning boom trucks, the rules will require more
continuing education/training for operators after they receive
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their certification, and there is a chance that OSHA may accept
state licenses that cover boom trucks, such as the one issued in
Massachusetts. NRLA will continue to work with OSHA and state
safety departments to determine what licenses will be accepted
and will notify the membership as soon as the proposed changes
are finalized and what licenses are accepted is announced.
In the meantime, NRLA continues to work with the state and
local associations to hold trainings across our territories. More
trainings are being scheduled throughout the region to help
members certify their crane operators. It should be noted that we
have seen examples where the most “seasoned” or experienced
operators from a company have difficulties with the certification
process. These operators, without question, know how to operate
a crane, but the test is on basic rules and principles as well as
some formulas for determining how a load should be handled,
and some operators find these sections of the tests difficult,
especially since they are outside of their practical and real-world
experience. The classes for certification should be taken seriously,
no matter what level experience the operator has. LC
If there are any questions on this rule, please contact Jeff Keller, director of legislative
& regulatory affairs, at 518-880-6376 or jkeller@nrla.org.
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A New Perspective on
Yard Tours
By Ashley Ranslow, NRLA manager of government affairs

>>

Over the past several years, NRLA has been
encouraging all of its members to host yard tours
with their local, state, and federal legislators. These
legislative yard tours are a great opportunity to
educate policy makers about the industry, but
more importantly, about the local, independent
business in their districts. Most legislators don’t
fully understand your business—what you do and
the services you provide, the number of people
you employ and jobs available, the benefits you
offer, and even just how supportive you are in
the local community. The yard tours illustrate just
how important the lumber and building materials
industry is to the community. But don’t just take
my word for it; I have asked Doug Ford of Curtis
Lumber in Ballston Spa, N.Y., and New York State

Pictured above from L to R: Bob Eakin,
Dan Nelson, Doug Ford, New York State
Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh, and Liz Irish.
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Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh to share their
perspectives on yard tours:
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NRLA: Doug, while this wasn’t the first yard tour that Curtis Lumber has hosted, it was your
first time leading the tour. What did you think and what did you learn from the experience?
Doug Ford: The tour went exceptionally well. Having met Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh
many times, it was a very easy and relaxed conversation. We wanted to be respectful of her
time, so we were well prepared, but most importantly, let her meet our staff. The biggest
take away for me was that you don’t need to be an expert on the specific issue or legislation
being discussed, but more importantly be able to articulate through examples, if possible,
how it’s impacting your ability to conduct business in a safe and profitable way.

NRLA: Assemblywoman, what did you think of the tour?
Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh: One of the most rewarding
parts of my job is having the opportunity to meet the members
of our business community, tour their facilities, and learn about
the important work they are doing in our region. I have had the
privilege of getting to know the leadership team at Curtis Lumber
through our mutual activities in Albany and at home and was so
glad to have this opportunity to learn more about their operation,
business model, priorities, and concerns.

NRLA: Doug, what do you think the Assemblywoman learned from the tour, and what
was your favorite part?
Doug Ford: I think she was impressed with the depth of products we stock, the resources
we provide to our customers and lastly our community involvement. She was also
surprised at the level of knowledge we have regarding the issues affecting our industry. My
favorite part was seeing our staff engaging with the Assemblywoman and her taking the
time to listen to them. She made a genuine attempt at understanding our business.

NRLA: Assemblywoman, what did you learn, and what was your favorite part?
Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh: It was extremely interesting to learn about the rich
history of this family-run business, which has been a major presence in our community
as far back as 1823. I also enjoyed seeing the sheer magnitude of the work that the
Curtis Lumber team performs at its Ballston Spa facility, the main headquarters for
the organization’s 21 locations. The employees at Curtis Lumber pride themselves on
the experience they provide to customers when they walk in the door, and they are
continuously looking for new ways to enhance that customer experience.
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NRLA: Doug, why do you think it’s important to invite legislators to your business?
Doug Ford: I think when they can see firsthand what you’re dealing with, and
seeing the impact it has on your employees and business has tremendous value.
It’s always good to write letters, visit their offices, and make phone calls, but seeing
it in person is best.

NRLA: Assemblywoman, why should members of the legislature visit local businesses?
Assemblywoman Mary Beth Walsh: Fostering an open and productive relationship
between local businesses and elected officials is extremely important because it allows
for us to work together toward accomplishing our shared goals. This type of dialogue
allows me to better understand what is important to an organization like Curtis Lumber
and its employees, and, in turn, helps me to better serve them from my position in the
state Legislature.

NRLA: Would you host a yard tour again, and what would you say to another NRLA
member that has never hosted a tour?
Doug Ford: Absolutely! It has value, and it’s not as overwhelming as you might
think. The key would be knowing what you want to cover because they usually
have a limited amount of time. Take pictures and make them feel welcomed and
appreciated.

>>

NRLA’s yard tour initiative has taken off with nearly 20
yard tours being held across the territory in just the
past eight months. More importantly, NRLA members
are seeing the fruits of their labor as legislators are
recognizing our members in the halls of State Houses
and in their districts. This not only helps NRLA’s
advocacy efforts, but it helps our members’ businesses.
Join the movement and host a yard tour this year! LC

Please feel free to contact Ashley Ranslow at aranslow@nrla.org or 518-880-6350
for more information or for assistance with scheduling a tour.
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HUTTIG
DELIVERS

Combining the classic style of wood doors and shaker
panel design, Masonite®’s Safe N’ Sound® Heritage Doors
will help your customers’ make an impact.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.

West Coast Chic vs.
East Coast Charm:
Trends in Doors and Windows
By John Taraborelli

Are you an East Coast person or a West Coast person? We’re not talking in
geographic terms here, but stylistic ones. The trends in doors and windows
right now are a lot like rap music in ’90s: East versus West.
On the one side you have Chip Decato of Andersen Windows who says,
“Big doors and contemporary windows with a lot of glass are big right
now. It’s a trend that’s coming from the West to the East.” He notes that
improvements in performance made possible by better glass and frames
with thermal breaks are making these West Coast styles more practical in
an East Coast climate.
James Falcone of Jeld-Wen seconds that opinion. “Contemporary is
trending up. People want more glass and lower lines,” he says, a decidedly
West Coast influence. To that end, his company recently purchased La
Cantina, which is based out of Oceanside, Calif. “It’s really popular in
Boston,” he explains.
50
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On the other side of this continental divide you have Greg
Georgette of Therma-Tru Doors, who says that his company’s
Casual Comfort line is a perennial East Coast favorite. That
emphasizes more traditional Northeastern looks—think
farmhouses, Craftsman styles, and charming cottages. “The
Craftsman-style door is the most popular in the Northeast,” he
says. “And it’s not only doors, but shutters and trim. There’s also
a lot of Shaker-style with recessed panels.”
No matter what side of the Rockies your customers lean toward
stylistically, all parties agree there are some common values that
unite us all—things like increased energy efficiency, indooroutdoor living, and Instagram-worthy accents.
“Energy efficiency is an ongoing trend,” says Decato, but he
notes that dollars and cents considerations are still a big factor.
“All manufacturers and consumers want to do the right thing
for the environment, but the breaking point is cost.” That’s
starting to change, however, as market scale and research and
development are beginning to drive down costs.
That also dovetails with the increasing popularity of indoor-
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outdoor living. “It’s not a new trend,” Decato notes, “It’s just
more affordable and energy efficient now.”
“Big open spaces for patios and rooftops are very big in cities
right now,” adds Falcone. “People are more interested in folding
and sliding doors to open up space.”
Georgette of Therma-Tru also notes that what’s trending in
stores is what’s trending on television and the web—and
manufacturers are making an effort to keep up. “Our company
does a lot of research to make sure new products are on-trend
with HGTV and social media,” he says.
That means they’re no longer just trying to sell a door, but sell an
entire expression of personal style. “We’re matching products
with trends,” Georgette explains. “We’re putting meaning to it,
so customers can ask us, ‘I have a European-style home—what
kind of door goes with that?’ You could have every detail of the
exterior complement the door.”
No matter your particular style or geographic preference,
putting together a complete look is always on trend. LC
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DOORS &
WINDOWS
PRODUCT SHOWCASE
INTERIOR DOORS
EXTERIOR DOORS
SPECIALTY DOORS
RESIDENTIAL WINDOWS
COMMERCIAL WINDOWS
HARDWARE
FLASHING & TRIM
Photo above provided by Upstate Door Inc.

PARTICIPANTS
North Atlantic Corp.
Contact: Erik Jellinek Email: ejellinek@clearymillwork.com Phone: 800-486-7600
Website: www.clearymillwork.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Cleary’s Residential Door products include Masonite Steel and Fiberglass Exterior and
Interior Doors, Rogue Valley, TruStile, Captiva custom wood doors and Atlantech patio
doors. Through Wholesales Doors, our commercial doors and frames include De La
Fontaine, Assa Abloy, Five Lakes, Lambton, and Graham. Cleary’s is the New England
distributor for Kolbe windows and doors.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to your customers?
Prehanging, prefinishing, custom shop capabilities allow us to customize our products,
adding more value, commercial and architectural expertise and marketing support.
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MASONITE
VISTAGRANDE

®

Instantly brighten any space with VistaGrande Flush-Glazed doors. Available in a number of glass options,
VistaGrande doors offer a wider viewing area and cleaner appearance over traditional glass inserts.

CLEARY365.COM | CLEARY MILLWORK’S ADVANCED E-COMMERCE WEBSITE
1255B Grand Army Highway | Somerset, MA 02726

phone
WWW.CLEARYMILLWORK.COM

800-899-4533

120 Defreest Drive, Suite 19 | Troy, NY 12180

phone

800-350-0448

2049 Silas Deane Highway | Rocky Hill, CT 06067

phone

800-486-7600

44 Green River Way | Watertown, MA 02471

phone

800-225-4252

Huttig Building Products

Therma-Tru Doors

Contact: Mike Catalina Email: mcatalina@huttig.com
Phone: 518-767-9220 Website: www.huttig.com

Contact: Megan Henry Email: mhenry@thermatru.com
Phone: 419-891-7400 Website: www.thermatru.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Therma-Tru exterior fiberglass and steel doors featuring Finish
Line Factory Finish, Masonite, and Woodgrain interior doors,
and Rogue Valley wood exterior and interior doors.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We offer competitive pricing, superior service, customizable
programs, and best-in-class sales representation. Our fullservice door shops also offer factory finish entry doors, and we
have invested in high-speed, state-of-the-art equipment and
significantly expanded our factory finish capacity and cut our
lead times. Not all finished doors are created equal. The Huttig
Finish Line finishing system featuring PrismaGuard paint and
stain has been specially formulated to adhere to a ThermaTru door. Our doors are finished in a controlled environment
by trained and certified professionals, so you can trust in the
consistency, high quality, and premium look of a Therma-Tru
door factory finished by Huttig Building Products. Plus the
finish is backed by a 10-year warranty.
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What Door & Window products do you sell?
Discover an assortment of premium Shaker-style entry doors
and sidelites from Therma-Tru. The Classic-Craft American
Style Collection expands to include solid-panel styles for a
simple, yet sophisticated look. The vertical lines and Shakerstyle recessed panels of Classic-Craft American Style premium
fiberglass entryways blend timeless looks with modern design
for an entry that is the perfect complement to a variety of
homes, from Arts and Crafts to Contemporary and Modern.
A Therma-Tru Shaker-style door with decorative glass creates
an entrance that makes a statement. Our wide array of glass
designs, from simple to intricate, reflect the home design
trends of today and tomorrow.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Quality testing, energy efficiency, and a limited lifetime warranty.
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EnLiten™ Flush-Glazed Designs

HUTTIG DELIVERS

Therma-Tru®’s EnLiten™ Flush-Glazed Designs will offer
your customers more—more appealing aesthetics,
more versatility and more durability—exceeding their
expectations with an enlightened choice.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.

National Vinyl LLC

Upstate Door, Inc.

Contact: Scott Channell Email: schannell@nvpwindows.com
Phone: 800-424-5300 Website: www.nvpwindows.com

Contact: Jen Gniazdowski
Email: jgniazdowski@upstatedoor.com
Phone: 800-580-8283 Website: www.upstatedoor.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
We sell vinyl windows and doors under the brand names of
TrustGard, DuraTrust, Sentinel, and EnduraView. Our products
meet a wide variation of thermal and structural values, sure
to meet or exceed your project's needs. From our R-6.25
glass package to our interior staining process, which must
be seen to believe! With all we have to offer, we will exceed
your customers' expectations on product, options, value, and
consistency. We are your partner in success!
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We have two certified AAMA Master Installation trainers on
staff, we have four training sessions per year, and we can do
training at your facility upon request.
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What Door & Window products do you sell?
Upstate Door specializes in crafting distinctive, one-of-akind fine wood doors. We make the complicated simple. We
can easily accommodate unusual or unique sizes, making
us a perfect partner for distinctive projects. We handcraft
interior, exterior, and specialty doors, including screen/storm
combinations, flush, Dutch, French, MDF, fire-rated, STC-rated,
Impact/DP-Rated, lift-and-slide, louver, and more. All of our
products are built to your exact specifications. Customize your
door by choosing the wood species, custom profile options,
specialty glass, factory finishing, and more. Accompanying an
industry-leading product with personalized service, Upstate
Door is able to take your vision and make it a reality.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Upstate Door is a one-source manufacturer. Our goal is to
extend your design from the front to the back, including every
door in between with just one call. We have the resources and
expertise to be your trusted partner during each step in the
process. We will guide you, understand your specifications, and
build to your design needs. We take pride in the fit and finish
of every door. We mill our own jambs and hang our own doors,
which saves you time and ensures quality is never compromised. We deliver premium products on our own fleet of trucks
from our door to yours.
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Limitless Paint Color Choices

HUTTIG DELIVERS

Combining a Finish LineSM paint finish with a Therma-Tru® entry
door, provides beauty and performance that is easy to sell.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.

Doormerica

Kohltech Windows & Entrance Systems

Contact: Jerry Principato Email: jerry_principato@abs-abs.com
Phone: 315-263-4538 Website: www.doormerica.com

Contact: Roger Bastarache Email: roger@kohltech.com
Phone: 902-890-9515 Website: www.kohltech.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Doormerica manufactures the Millennium MDF Door line.
The Millennium Collection consists of four distinct door
products that each fit a specific demand in the world of
design and construction. Encore, Ovation, Infinity, and Bravo
doors are all manufactured of renewable composite wood
fiber materials for stability and reliability. Our state-of-the-art
design and environmentally friendly construction techniques
mean endless flexibility for your architectural design. The
Millennium Collection will provide unique solutions to any
paint-grade door application requirement.

What Door & Window products do you sell?
For more than 35 years, the Kohltech name has been
synonymous with uncompromising craftsmanship and
unparalleled performance of windows and doors. Kohltech
offers a wide variety of vinyl windows, elegant entrance
systems, and lifestyle doors for both commercial and
residential—new construction or renovations.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Our custom design flexibility allows you to design unique
door products for your projects or match existing doors. Our
in-house experts can provide architectural drawings to ensure
the design meets your criteria. The doors carry a limited lifetime warranty.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
The Kohltech Supreme PVC Swing Door is a superior-quality
door with the versatility of creating a beautiful main entrance
or an attractive patio door. Well tested in harsh climates, the
interior and exterior tempered glass provide four to five times
more strength, while the compression seal technology maintains a consistent barrier against wind and water. With 30%
more glass than standard garden doors, a low-profile sill, and a
NAFS rating up to PG70, this new system is an excellent fusion
of European design and Canadian performance.
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Beautiful Stain Finish

HUTTIG DELIVERS

Choose a PrismaGuard™ stain finish and every Therma-Tru®
entry door will arrive beautiful and stay that way.

Visit www.huttig.com to learn more.

Glenview Doors

Stergis Windows & Doors

Contact: Darek Szyszko Email: darek@glenviewdoors.com
Phone: 877-379-3667 Website: www.glenviewdoors.com

Contact: Ted Keating Email: ted@stergis.com
Phone: 508-958-1255 Website: www.stergis.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
We manufacture and distribute a 2 3/4” thick solid wood
mahogany doorway that is warranted without an overhang
or multi point lock requirement. It arrives pre hung, prefinished, and ready for installation. More than 100 in stock
ready to ship models and countless custom capabilities.

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Stergis Windows & Doors is a regional manufacturer,
located in Attleboro, Mass., offering a complete line of
high-performance vinyl windows and patio doors for
new construction residential and commercial projects.
We also offer aluminum storm windows, and aluminum
commercial window and entrance systems.

Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
Our sales tools allow your team to quickly, accurately, and most
importantly profitably offer any of our in-stock products. We
offer drafting and design services on custom projects and can
help with plan takeoffs.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
customers?
Products by Stergis are fully tested, and certified, to meet
stringent building code requirements for hurricane
impact and strict STC-sound mitigation projects.
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CUSTOM & IN-STOCK DOORS
THE NORTH SHORE GALLERY

www.glenviewdoors.com | 877.379.3667
Dealer Opportunities: Contact Office@GlenviewDoors.com

Manufacturers Reserve Supply

Bridgewater Wholesalers, Inc.

Contact: Tina Breen Email: tina@mrslumber.com
Phone: 973-373-1881 Website: www.mrslumber.com

Contact: Steve Hall Email: bwidoors@bwimillwork.com
Phone: 866-717-7660 Website: www.bwimillwork.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Masonite interior, exterior and wood doors, offering numerous
styles and options.

LBM Advantage
Better. Stronger. Together.

LBM ADVANTAGE
SPECIAL REPORT
What Door & Window products do you sell?
We sell TYPAR flashing that is the best product to properly
intall your doors and windows. Using TYPAR butal flashings
will keep you compliant with the new install instructions
and warranty requirements for the biggest names in door
an window manufacturing.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
When a retail lumberyard buys from Manufacturers Reserve
Supply, you will recieve product in perfect condition, delivered
on time, with zero errors. When you want it delivered right the
first time, call MRS.

The LC will explore all of Advantage’s
programs, services, and categories
in this special section.

Reserve Your Space Today!
Contact Jim Reynolds:
jreynolds@nrla.org or 914-548-3076.
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BROSCO
Contact: Tim Curran Email: tcurran@brosco.com Phone: 978-475-7100 Website: www.brosco.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
The growing popular trend of interior primed doors are stocked
at BROSCO. These flat-panel doors have one through six panel
designs along with a traditional Craftsman three-panel door.
We also carry Jeld-Wen moulded doors, including the Birkdale
(three flat panels). The exterior product line has a large selection
of both wood and fiberglass and steel doors. The Simpson wood
door offering includes mahogany, Nantucket, and WaterBarrier
doors to fit any project's need. The Jeld-Wen fiberglass and steel
line includes the latest trends of privacy glass and SDL bars.
Prefinishing is available for moulded and exterior fiberglass and
steel doors.
BROSCO offers Windsor Windows, the historic BROSCO
wood windows, along with specialty windows. In addition,
Larson storm windows and the new Scenix porch window with
retractable screens are available. The Windsor Windows consist
of three complete window offerings: Pinnacle aluminum clad,
Legend PVC, and Next Dimension vinyl. The new line of Windsor

Revive replacement windows is also available in aluminum clad,
PVC, and vinyl. The Windsor Windows are available in 43 colors,
with multiple hardware, grille and glass options, including the
impact units featuring SeaStorm glass.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to your customers?
BROSCO offers a wide array of stock doors, stocking dealer
programs, online ordering, regularly scheduled deliveries, field
service support, marketing support, and training. Our Prefinishing program has recently been enhanced for interior moulded
and fiberglass and steel doors. The new BROSCO Book of Designs
is an industry leader in assisting professionals with up-to-date
design concepts and is also available digitally on brosco.com.
The BROSCO XPress+ ecommerce program provides dealers the
ability to easily create retail quotes, place orders, check inventory,
supply drawings, and have access to back office support.
Custom quoting/ordering, Windsor PowerTools digital quote
tool, dedicated sales, product training events, and complete marketing collateral, including the BROSCO Book of Designs.

Marvin Windows and Doors
Contact: Dominique Cook Email: dcook@marvin.com Phone: 218-386-1430 Website: www.marvin.com
What Door & Window products do you sell?
Marvin Windows and Doors brings its Built Around You
philosophy to life with every customer and every solution.
A premier manufacturer of made-to-order wood and clad
wood windows and doors, Marvin offers the industry's most
extensive selection of shapes, styles, sizes and options to suit
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any project. Marvin also pioneered the fiberglass window
category with the introduction of its patented Ultrex fiberglass
material, available from Integrity Windows and Doors. A fourthgeneration family-owned and operated company, Marvin is
built on a heritage of craftsmanship, quality and innovation.
Learn more at marvin.com.
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MANUFACTURERS OF HIDDEN DECK FASTENERS
AND ACCESSORIES

visit us at

IBS2018
Booth#

AMERICAN QUALITY

AMERICAN MADE
AMERICAN PRIDE

W6587

TM

DeckWise® - your source for premium decking
products & accessories manufactured in the USA.

®

®

Gap Spacing 3/32"

Gap Spacing 5/32"

®

Gap Spacing 1/4"

IPE OIL • DECK SCREWS • CABLE RAILING • HIDDEN SIDING FASTENERS • IPE SEAL® • DECK FLASHING TAPE
DECK TILES & PEDESTALS • BOARD SPACERS • HARDWOOD WRENCH™• DECK RESTORATION KIT • DECKING TOOLS & ACCESSORIES
®

Tel: (866)427-2547

www.DeckWise.com

info@deckwise.com

Holden Humphrey Co.

Reeb Millwork

Contact: Lance Humphrey Email: lance@holdenhumphrey.com
Phone: 800-777-1053 Website: www.holdenhumphrey.com

Contact: Nell Flowers Email: nflowers@reeb.com
Phone: 609-617-1965 Website: www.reeb.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Reeb stocks Therma-Tru fiberglass and steel doors, Simpson
and Woodgrain exterior and interior doors, and Steves
flush and molded doors. In addition, we provide MDF, light
commercial hollow metal doors, storm doors, and patio doors.

Flexible
Butyl
What Door & Window products do you
sell?
HardieTrim and HardieTrim Mouldings, Kleer Konceal
Trimboards, corners and Outside Corner with Nail Flange,
Henry Butyl, Flexible Butyl, Air Bloc and WB Flashings,
Titebond Sealants, Restoration Millwork Invisipro, and
introducing Henry Fortifiber FortiFlash Butyl.
Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We offer marketing and sales support; product knowledge,
sales and installation training for retailers, contractors and
architects; and stocking dealer incentives.
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Do you offer any special incentives or services to
your customers?
We support our dealers in one of the best ways possible—by
simply working harder, something we have done for years.
Reeb is a family-owned business that offers high-quality products, dedicated on-time delivery, special product promotions,
and 2g, our electronic catalog. Stocking more product is a large
part of what sets Reeb apart from our competition. It allows us
to offer more options and shorter lead times, which adds immense value to any project. We are committed to exceptional
production at all branches with an ongoing investment in the
best manufacturing equipment available.
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All Systems
Go!
Building Envelope Systems ®
to manage the elements
Henry ® and Fortifiber ® have recently merged,
ep
offering the industry access to a simple, three-step
warranted building envelope system from a singlee
source. From roof to walls and windows to below
w
grade and slab, Henry and Fortifiber weatherization
on
solutions are helping to manage the flow of water,
er,
e,
vapor, air and energy to create more comfortable,
energy-efficient interiors.
Roof | Wall | Window | Below grade

available from

800.777.1053
www.holdenhumphrey.com

Building Envelope Systems®
Roofing

buildingproducts@fortifiber.com | 1-800-773-4777

Designated trademarks (® and TM) are owned by Henry Company LLC and/or
Fortifiber LLC, a subsidiary company of Henry Company LLC.

|

Air Barrier

|

Waterproofing

productsupport@henry.com | 1-800-486-1278
www.henry.com
© 2018 Henry Company All rights reserved.

Door Company
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Simpson Door Company

Alside

Contact: Brad Loveless Email: brad.loveless@simpson.com
Phone: 800-952-4057 Website: www.simpsondoor.com

Contact: Mark Adams Email: madams@associatedmaterials.com
Phone: 330-922-2019 Website: www.alside.com

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Simpson's comprehensive line of interior and exterior stile and
rail doors includes hundreds of standard options from panel
to French to decorative entry doors with matching sidelights
and transoms. Available in a variety of wood species, sizes
and glass options, Simpson provides customers with the door
they desire, whether it is a standard design or a one-of-a-kind
custom door.

What Door & Window products do you sell?
Alside recently launched the 1700 and 1900 New
Construction Vinyl Window Collection. Features include
class-leading PG/DP ratings while providing comfort and
reduced energy costs; highly durable block-and-tackle
balances that stand up to construction site debris and harsh
weather; Alside’s insulated glass packages that combine
low-E glass with a U-channel design warm-edge spacer
system to create an effective thermal barrier; Meeting
Energy Star requirements in all four climate zones given
the right glass package and receiving performance
certifications from leading organizations such as AAMA,
IGCC, and NFRC, to a lifetime limited warranty.
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JELD-WEN Windows & Doors
Website: www.jeldwen.com
What Door & Window products do you sell? Windows, exterior doors, interior doors and patio doors.
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Andersen Windows & Doors

Boise Cascade

Contact: Kendra Dare
Email: kendra.dare@andersencorp.com
Phone: 612-222-7267
Website: www.andersenwindows.com

Contact(s): Dave Steinberg, Westfield, Mass.;
Amanda Galarneau, Greenland, N.H.
Email: davesteinberg@bc.com; amandagalarneau@bc.com
Phone: Westfield: 877-462-6473; Greenland: 800-962-9961
Website: www.bc.com/distribution
What Door & Window products do you sell?
We carry GCP Applied Technologies, Vycor & Vycor
Pro Flashing Tape, Huber Stretch Tape.
Do you offer any special incentives or services
to your customers?
Marketing support, advertising assistance, product training,
trade show support.

NRLA MEMBERS

GET YOUR

FREE

JOB BOARD POSTING
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THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE TRIM & MOULDINGS IN THE MARKETPLACE
Your attention to quality and detail has
never been more important. Razor products
highlight the architectural features of your
home and makes for head turning curb appeal —
without rotting, peeling or fading.

EASY TO INSTALL
JUST SOAP +
WITH BASIC TOOLS WATER TO CLEAN

WATER
RESISTANT

BUG + INSECT
RESISTANT

ROT + MOLD
RESISTANT

IT’S MORE THAN WOOD.
IT’S THE MATERIAL YOU
BUILT A BUSINESS WITH.

Lumber is an industry fraught with risks, both natural and manmade. You need an insurance company that
understands that. Not just from an insurer’s perspective, but from yours. Acadia Insurance. We’re closer to your
business. And to you. With specialists in your neighborhood ready to serve you 24/7. Call your local agent for
more information on NRLA program options. Visit acadiainsurance.com Closer Coverage.

Maine

•

Connecticut

Massachusetts

•

•

New Hampshire

New York

•

Vermont

Products and services are provided by one or more insurance company subsidiaries of W. R. Berkley Corporation.
Not all products and services are available in every jurisdiction, and the precise coverage afforded by any insurer
is subject to applicable underwriting guidelines and the actual terms and conditions of the policies as issued.

ACAD-0288 LumberAd NRLA8.375x10.875.indd 1

4/21/15 11:11 AM

WHITE

Natural trim colors are gaining in popularity. But to a

SAND

contractor, that means losing time and margin on painting.
Give your customers – and their customers – peace of mind

CLAY

with PALIGHT Trimboard in Clay or Sand with Color2Core.™

PALIGHT Color Trim: Better than a shrink.
EVERCLEAN™ PROTECTIVE FILM
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Are You Too Busy Working
IN YOUR BUSINESS
To Work ON YOUR BUSINESS?
If you are like many lumberyard operators, you are up every day
working before dawn and long after the sun sets. You live, eat,
breathe, and sleep the business. You know your customers by
name and have your fingers on the pulse of daily operations,
finance, product and inventory, delivery, ordering, and
personnel. But is having your fingers on the pulse of everything
limiting your longer term potential?

|

Strategy

By Jack Leary

There is a phrase we like to use, “working in the business versus
working on the business.” While the easy answer is you need to
do both, in practice this is a challenge for many. If you focus on
one or the other, the business and you can get out of balance.
Say you are working 10 to12 hours a day, how much of that time
is spent working on the present and the future?

Could You Give 2 Hours a Day Toward the Future?
What Could You Do With That Time?
HERE ARE SOME IDEAS TO HELP STIMULATE YOUR THINKING:
• What is your vision for the future? What would it
take to get the business to the next level?

• Which areas of the business are in need of
new or formalized processes? What would
the positive impact be if developed and
implemented?

• Are your facilities up to date? What about
equipment and your technology?

• Do you have a process to evaluate the
productivity of your inventory?

• Do you need to develop a succession plan?

• How could your organization work smarter
not harder?

• How much time are you putting into planning?
Are you reactive or proactive?

• Could you develop training or mentorship
programs and ways to transfer knowledge to
your people who could be the potential leaders
of the future?
• What would it take to attract more young
people to the business for an LBM career?
How about developing an intern program?
• Are there policies and procedures that need
to be developed? For example, do you have a
harassment policy?
I suggest you think about the things are you doing on a regular
basis and ask yourself if you personally have to do them? There
isn’t any one right or wrong answer, and every situation is unique.
The important thing is you are in action to change your old
routine. If you think allocating two hours a day is too much, start

WWW.NRLA.ORG

• Are you evaluating each customer’s profitability
and contribution to the business?
• Do you have a customer engagement strategy?
• Are you taking advantage of LBM associations
where you can continue to learn, understand
emerging trends, and share best practices with
non-competing yards?

with one hour a day. I promise the business will survive, and you
might be surprised who steps up in your operation to fill in. LC
This article was written by Jack Leary, vice president and partner at Impact 180
Consulting Group & Lumber Contacts Inc. Feel free to contact Jack at leary.jack@
impact180group.com.
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Prevent B2B Fraud
By Sarah Faatz

THE SCAM STARTED SIMPLY:
Someone took the information of a Canadian company that had been
inactive for several years, renamed it, and began placing orders with
building supply companies. But whoever placed the orders never
intended to pay for them. Before anyone realized what was going on,
the scammer had ordered from more than 180 suppliers and
run off with $9 million worth of products.
This sort of fraud isn’t as unusual as you might think. According
to a recent survey, 19% of all online B2B inquiries are fraud attempts,
and 77% of businesses have lost money due to fraud. B2B fraud
can take many forms, including account takeovers, business identity
theft, and even shell companies set up for the sole purpose
of committing fraud.
Fortunately, with a combination of deep risk expertise and the
right technological tools, B2B companies can protect
themselves from rising levels of fraud.
76
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Put Automation
to Work on Fraud
Automating customer transactions can be a powerful step
in the fight against fraud. On the one hand, electronic
applications and payments introduce new opportunities for
fraud, as potential scammers don’t have to face the scrutiny
that comes with human interaction. On the other hand,
with automation comes a set of powerful new tools that
can detect possible fraud attempts.
B2B businesses with an automated credit approval
process should strongly consider adding fraud indicators to
their decision engines. These indicators can take the form of
home-grown algorithms, external software, or a combination
of the two. Many providers partner with a specialized vendor
to implement this type of technology, which can give the
green light to trustworthy businesses and flag potentially
fraudulent accounts. Rules can be built to spot anomalies
that would be missed by human review, such as mismatches
between an IP address and the physical address of the
business or a well-established business with a five-day-old
email domain.
If your automated system trips one of your rules, it can
kick the application out for manual review. Then your credit
professionals can investigate the suspicious elements and
determine whether they’re innocent aberrations or indicators
of fraud.

Look Out for Common
Red Flags
Whether you do it in-house or rely on a technology partner,
be sure your fraud indicators take into account the unique
factors of the building supply industry. That said, there are
some common red flags your automated system should be
programmed to watch out for. For example:
• The application comes from an unusual (outside your
delivery area) or high-risk zip code.
• The company claims sizable revenue or lengthy history,
but doesn’t show up in commercial credit bureaus.
• The shipping address doesn’t match the company’s
office location and can’t be found as an additional
location on their website. This may indicate that the
delivery is going to a jobsite, but you’ll want to verify
this with a trusted contact at the office.
• The first order is for high-risk products that can
easily be resold.
WWW.NRLA.ORG
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• Financial statements include mistakes or
inconsistencies.
• Company ownership is unclear.
By themselves, none of these items guarantee that an
applicant is a fraudster. Your credit analysts will need to
consider the whole picture when deciding whether or not
to extend credit to the business.

Monitor Fraud
on an Ongoing Basis
The initial application isn’t the only point of contact at which
your business should be alerted to the possibility of fraud;
sometimes fraudulent activity doesn’t become apparent
for a while. Account takeover is on the rise. Fraudsters may
target established accounts that haven’t made a purchase
in a while. They use your customer’s history with you to
gain credibility, but then “update” contact information—
addresses, phone numbers, email addresses—to redirect all
calls and correspondence away from the legitimate business.
Detective controls should be put in place to alert you
to this sort of activity as part of a comprehensive monitoring
system. It is also a good practice to suspend accounts that
have not purchased in some time and give them a higher
level of scrutiny when they return.
As for the fraudulent Canadian company, BlueTarp
was working with five suppliers that were contacted by it.
Luckily, we saw a few red flags right away. For one thing,
the company had no credit activity for more than a decade.
Its phone numbers were all 800 numbers. Its address was
in Quebec, but its website was English-language only, even
though all Quebec company websites are legally required
to be in English and French. Finally, when we checked
its reported U.S. office location, we saw that it was in the
middle of an empty field. We helped the companies we were
working with to cut ties with the scammer and avoid the
costly consequences of falling victim to fraud. LC
1

Kitmondo, “19% of Online B2B Enquiries are Fraud Attempts,” July 2014
(https://www.kitmondo.com/blog/2014-kitmondo-small-business-fraudsurvey-july)

Sarah Faatz is director of credit at BlueTarp Financial, a
leading provider of B2B credit management services to the
building supply industry.
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3YourWAYS
Employees
Can Help Manage

BUSINESS
RISKS
By Sarah Pluck

T
78

here’s only so much a small business owner can control. No one plans for a property
loss caused by a fire or a vehicle accident. On the other hand, events like data breaches,
workshop injuries, and product failures can be largely prevented. They may be
“unforeseen” when they happen, but there are measures you and your workforce can
take—together—to help minimize damages or avoid the risks in the first place.
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MAKE EMPLOYEES PART OF THE SOLUTION
When seeking to manage risk, adequate insurance coverage
is essential. Property insurance covers damage to the physical
building and contents of the business, while basic liability
insurance protects your company in case something occurs in
the process of doing business that causes harm to a customer.
But you can also count on your employees to keep your
small business healthy, safe, and successful for the long-haul.
Depending on your company’s size and structure, you can enlist
anyone from upper-level managers to administrative staff to
mobile salespeople in your risk reduction taskforce. Consider
these tips to help everyone play their part:

1

PARTICIPATING IN A RISK MANAGEMENT
FEEDBACK LOOP

Your company’s exposure to risks is vast and varied. You may
be vulnerable to internal risks, which include human risks (e.g.
illness, errors, theft, and fraud), equipment and information
technology risks, and even physical aspects of your business
such as phone lines and windows. And you also face a range
of external risks such as natural disasters, local ordinances, or
structural changes in your community.
As a business owner, you’ve likely performed a thorough
risk assessment to evaluate the likelihood of certain events
occurring and the potential impact they’ll have on your business.
Communicating these to key employees—and inviting them to
become part of the risk management process—helps you spread
the concept of risk prevention across the organization.
According to a CEB survey cited in Risk Management, only
one in three middle managers and a fifth of front-line managers
reported receiving communications or training on the top
enterprise risks they personally face in their work, which has a
negative impact on how the entire organization is able to sense
and respond to threats.
Ask employees for ideas on how to minimize risks they may
come up against on a daily basis. They have eyes and ears—and
they experience business operations from unique perspectives
and can suggest ways to strengthen your plan by tweaking
processes or tightening controls. Make it easy for employees
to provide feedback at regular meetings, for instance, or more
informally, over e-mail or a phone call, as ideas arise.

2

TAKING PART IN ONGOING TRAINING

You’re already aware how important it is to keep your workers
up-to-date on the various aspects of their jobs. Whether your
employees work in an office, at customer sites, in a warehouse,

|

Insurance Matters

on a factory floor, or out on the road, they’re required (in many
cases, by law) to receive documentation and/or training on any
number of workplace health, safety, and regulatory issues. They
need to know how to operate equipment, communicate with
customers, protect private data, and more. Not only does this
training enable them to do their jobs more efficiently, but it
helps protects them—and your business—from potential harm.
When it comes to risk management, there may be more you
can do to provide your employees with training opportunities.
Risk Management recommends building on your existing
training curriculum to teach employees about risk management
and top risks, using multiple communication channels to
educate and engage them.
For example, do your workers know how to spot a product
defect? Do they have the tools and resources they need to “fix” a
problem for a customer before they file a complaint? Train them
how to identify problems before they occur or remedy them
before a legal situation arises. Be creative—and open your mind
to areas for additional, or ongoing, employee trainings.

3

PLAYING AN ACTIVE ROLE IN DAILY
RISK MANAGEMENT

Why not include your workforce in day-to-day risk management?
Even if they’re part of a feedback loop, keeping their eyes and
ears open to risky situations or new solutions, they can be part
of a daily routine. What makes sense for your business, property,
and customers?
You can assign employees with key roles pertaining to health
and safety, maintenance, or quality control. Here are some ideas:
• Audit business processes for errors
• Follow up with customers regarding product or service
usage and performance
• Perform safety checks on physical property
• Risk training/reviewing policies with other employees
Your employees are an important part of keeping your
business running smoothly—and safely. The idea is to not let
your risk management sit tucked away in a binder or insurance
policy. Inspire your workers to get involved in protecting all of
your assets, employees, and customers so that your business
rarely, if ever, is confronted with the “unthinkable.” And even if
an event transpires, you’ll have the peace of mind that your team
did it you could do to prevent or minimize losses.
If you have any questions about protecting your small business,
please contact your Acadia Loss Control Representative. If you are
not a current Acadia Insurance customer, please contact your local
independent insurance agent for information or to obtain a quote. LC

Acadia is pleased to share this material. Please note, however, that nothing in this document should be construed as legal advice or the provision of professional
consulting services. This material is for general informational purposes only, and while reasonable care has been utilized in compiling this information, no warranty
or representation is made as to accuracy or completeness.
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Why Experience
Doesn’t (Really) Matter
By Kylie Fay

R

ecruiting for a new or vacated position is always an
exciting time. It’s an opportunity for you to find someone
who can offer the company fresh ideas and new skills
it might have otherwise been lacking. However, within that
excitement can lurk limiting recruiting expectations. When
recruiting, we want to find the best possible fit for the role—
someone who not only matches the skills needed to complete
the job but who also fits in to the company’s culture. Sometimes
when in the pursuit of the perfect candidate, we tend to get
hung up on items such as years of experience or education. This
can lead us to overlook some very qualified and possibly perfect
candidates for the role.
Okay, sometimes years of experience does matter, but more
often than not limiting your search to candidates in a specific
experience range does exactly that…it limits you. Furthermore,
years of experience don’t guarantee an employee’s future
success or value.
For example, you’re hiring for your company, XYZ Corp. XYZ
Corp is an up-and-coming organization, fast moving and
innovative. You’re hiring for a new position within your sales
department. This position requires around eight to12 years’
experience, preferably within the building supplies industry.
Candidate A has been working in a building supply company
in the same sales position for 11 years. Candidate B has been
working at medical supplies sales for just about six years. Within
those six years, Candidate B has taken three different roles and
is currently on track to become a manager. Outside of work,
this employee sits on the board of directors for a local charity,
participates in professional societies, and is training for their first
Ironman triathlon.

Who Do You Choose?
Based on your experience requirement, you would have to weed
out Candidate B as they are about two years short of making the
experience limit. Candidate A has 11 years’ experience, fitting
into the range, and you should go with them, right? Well, they
might be the best candidate in terms of years of experience but
what if you look at the candidate as a whole? Sure, Candidate A
has 11 years’ experience, but in the same role within the same
WWW.NRLA.ORG

company. Outside of proving company loyalty and longevity
(which are two very redeeming qualities) what does that show
you? In the 11 years Candidate A has been at their company
they never pushed themselves outside of their comfort zone
(until now), and they never branched out. But that Candidate B?
They only have six years’ experience but have proven that they
continue to take the initiative to push themselves within their
organization, and not only within the organization but outside of
it as well. Participating in professional societies shows dedication
to the field and their professional growth, sitting on a board of
directors shows dedication, and training for an Ironman? If that
doesn’t show determination and drive I don’t know what else
will. Candidate A might know the industry, but Candidate B can
bring a whole portfolio of transferrable skills with them. So now
that you’ve seen each candidate as a whole, who are you going
to choose?

I’m Going With Candidate B
Candidate A is probably a great worker. They clearly are very
good at their job and most likely enjoy it; otherwise they
wouldn’t have stayed for as long as they did. However, out of the
two, Candidate B seems more driven and much more likely to
fit into XYZ Corp’s culture of innovation and motivated culture.
If you didn’t take the time to look at the candidate as a whole
and just passed them over for lack of two years’ experience, you
might have missed out on an awesome candidate who will do
great things for the company.
So, if you find yourself perusing resumes and weeding people
out strictly based on their years of experience, take a second to
think back on XYZ’s recruiting dilemma. I wouldn’t want you to
miss out on your perfect Candidate B. LC

Kylie Fay is an employees resources associate with HireElements, the
recruitment network for A.W. Hastings & Co. As a strategic partner,
HireElements aligns people and opportunities, leveraging a thorough
understanding of its clients’ corporate environment to provide the best
human resources services for its culture. For more information, visit www.
hireelements.com.
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HOW TO MEASURE A
DIGITAL MARKETING CAMPAIGN
By Jake Dumesnil

John Wanamaker was a very successful retailer
in the late 19th century. He opened one of the
first and most successful department stores in the U.S.,
which grew to eventually become part of Macy’s.
Business people are probably more familiar with his
famous marketing statement: “Half the money I spend on
advertising is wasted; the trouble is I don't know which half.”
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If John were alive today, I would like to think his outlook
would be slightly more positive, due in large part to the
evolution of digital marketing data. From custom audience
targeting to interactive dashboards for tracking, advertisers now
have more marketing options at their disposal than ever before.
Keeping up with the digital marketing trends is difficult enough,
so how does a business get the best results with a defined
marketing budget?
There are plenty of software tools available to help
advertisers determine a more accurate ROI, all at varying levels of
accuracy and price points. Some of the highest-rated platforms
tie directly into your CRM, allowing for a much smoother flow

of data. But, if your business doesn’t require detailed marketing
data to merge into your CRM, or if you aren’t even sure what
CRM means, no need to worry.
Whether it is with your internal marketing manager
or through a trusted digital agency, the success of a digital
campaign relies heavily on developing a clear plan and then
closely monitoring the performance, making small adjustments
along the way. One important aspect of that plan is determining
how you will measure success. Understanding every digital
marketing acronym isn’t necessary, as long as you follow these
important steps when building out your next online campaign.

1. SET EXPECTATIONS.

3. REQUEST REGULAR REPORTS.

This step is first because it is, by far, the most important.
Regardless if you are planning a TV, radio, print, or digital
campaign, establishing specific measurement goals is vital. How
will you know if your campaign is successful if you don’t first
define what successful means to your business? As with most
things in life, communication is key, so setting expectations with
your digital partner will help avoid a digital strategy that pushed
traffic to your website instead of calls to your store.

Transparent reporting is still a hit-or-miss deliverable with digital
vendors. Some provide much better reporting than others, but
regardless of the level of detail, it is important to understand
who will be monitoring your campaign and at what intervals.
Your business is important and there are far too many digital
options to settle for a “set it and forget it” campaign.

2. KNOW THE DIGITAL METRIC BASICS.
Is your creative optimizing to CTR or VCR? What is the target CPC
for your PPC campaign? How many view-through conversions
did the tracking pixel generate? All of these digital measurement
acronyms are known as “key performance indicators” (KPIs).
Adding to the confusion, media vendors may use their own
metrics, so it will be helpful to understand how performance will
be measured, along with the industry benchmark ranges for a
comparable campaign, well before the first impression is delivered.

To help you navigate your next marketing meeting, included
below is a basic cheat sheet of commonly used digital KPIs.
Although this is not a comprehensive list, it should be helpful
when setting measurement goals and identifying wasted
resources. Even Mr. Wanamaker would have appreciated it.
• Click Through Rate: CTR is the percentage of
consumers who clicked on your ad.
• Video Completion Rate: VCR is the percentage of
consumers who viewed your video in full.
• Cost Per Lead: CPL is the average amount paid for a
consumer to sign up for your email, newsletter, rewards
program, etc.
• Cost Per Click: CPC is the average amount paid each
time a consumer clicks on your ad.
• Engagement Rate: measures actual consumer
interaction with your creative.
• Conversion Tags: also known as “pixels,” conversion
tags track View Through and Click Through traffic,
which allows an advertiser to measure the success of a
campaign after the initial click and/or view. LC

Jake Dumesnil is the digital sales manager for Spectrum Reach in Albany, N.Y. Dumesnil has spent his entire career in the marketing industry, both as an in-house marketing
professional and on the client side, as a marketing agency executive. In his spare time, you can find him either at home with his wife and two young sons, or working on a
renovation project at one of his rental properties.
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RILBMDA Lobby Day

The Rhode Island Lumber and Building
Material Dealers Association (RILBMDA)
announced its 2018 legislative priorities
during its annual Lobby Day on
Wednesday, May 23. Nearly 30 members
were in attendance to share their
feelings on the business climate in the
state, as well oppose several anti-small
business bills the legislature was voting
on this year. LC
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New York’s Retail Lumber Dealers Lobby In Albany

The Northeastern Retail Lumber Association-New York (NRLANY) announced its 2018 legislative priorities during its annual
Lobby Day at the State Capitol, on Monday, April 23. Members
representing NRLA-NY’s 343 member companies spoke with
WWW.NRLA.ORG

senators and Assembly members in support of exempting
materialmen from retainage, unemployment insurance reform,
and reducing regulatory burdens on small businesses. LC
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Connecticut Lumber Dealers
Host Legislative Reception
On Wednesday, April 18, the Lumber
Dealers Association of Connecticut
(LDAC) hosted more than 75 legislators
and their staff during the association's
legislative reception at the Connecticut
State House.
At the event, legislators had
the opportunity to meet with LDAC
members to discuss the issues affecting
independent lumber and building material
dealers, manufacturers, wholesalers,
distributors, and other associated
businesses in the state of Connecticut.
The Association is currently
concerned with proposed increases
to the minimum wage as well as the
establishment of an expensive state-run
paid family and medical leave program. LC

WNYLDA Education:
Rick Davis, The Sales Concierge

The Western New York Lumber Dealers Association teamed up with Central New York Retail
Lumber Dealers Association and the Northern New York Lumber Association to hold its
“The Sales Concierge” seminar on April 10 at the Ramada Geneva Lakefront Hotel and
Conference Center. Employees learned how to build their sales, cross-sell, increase profit,
and produce customer loyalty from renowned presenter Rick Davis. Seventy-five people
from 18 member companies from across Upstate New York attended the informative class. LC
86
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MRLDA Lobby Day
Members from MRLDA recently attended lobby day to talk with their elected officials about issues affecting the industry, including
mechanic’s lien law reform, paid family and medical leave, fire sprinklers, and the state building code. LC
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MRLDA Corrals The Ranch

The First Place team of Bill O’Brien (Nutmeg
Forest Products), Sean Riley (BlueTarp
Financial), and Jim O’Brien (Nutmeg Forest
Products). Jim also took home Closest-tothe-Pin on #5, and Longest Drive on #1.
Welcoming MRLDA golfers to The Ranch in Southwick were Alyson McLaughlin (Flagship
Forest Products), MRLDA President Leah Fennell (Shepley Wood Products), Jim Baker
(Mid-Cape Home Centers), and Melissa Frissora (NRLA).
On Monday May 7, The Massachusetts Retail Lumber Dealers Association (MRLDA)
held its annual Western Golf Outing at The Ranch Golf Club in Southwick. Recently
named the #3 course that you can play in Massachusetts by Golfweek, The Ranch was
in excellent shape to host the first of MRLDA’s two outings this year. The team of Sean
Riley from BlueTarp Financial, along with Bill and Jim O’Brien from Nutmeg Forest
Products, galloped to victory in this one with an 11-under-par score of 61. Don’t miss
MRLDA’s Eastern Golf Outing, being held at Pinehills Golf Club in Plymouth on Aug. 6!

COMPLETE GOLF RESULTS:
FIRST PLACE TEAM (61)
Bill and James O’Brien (Nutmeg Forest
Products), and Sean Riley (BlueTarp
Financial)
LC

SECOND PLACE TEAM (62)
Chris Bowring and John Kerr
(Reeb Millwork), Dirk Koopman
and Keith Lafleur (Koopman Lumber)
CLOSEST-TO-THE-PIN #5
Men: Jim O’Brien (Nutmeg Forest Products)
Women: Lauren Litwin (Russin Lumber)
CLOSEST-TO-THE-PIN #12
Men: Donald Fricchione (Parksite)
Women: Lauren Litwin (Russin Lumber)

Runners Up John Kerr, Reeb Millwork,
Dirk Koopman, Koopman Lumber, Chris
Bowring, Reeb Millwork, and Keith Lafleur,
Koopman Lumber.

Gary and birthday boy Dan Marinone,
J.R. Kakley & Sons, Ryan Gagne, B.B.&S
Treated Lumber, and Rick Marinone,
J.R. Kakley & Sons.

CLOSEST-TO-THE-LINE #7
Men: Keith Nicoli (ABC Supply Co.)
Women: Lauren Litwin (Russin Lumber)
LONGEST DRIVE #1
Jim O’Brien (Nutmeg Forest Products)
Lauren Litwin (Russin Lumber)

Pictured Left: Group dinner and golf
awards held in the rustic elegance of
The Pavilion, a restored turn-of-thecentury barn, at The Ranch Golf Club.
88
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MRLDA Past Presidents Event

THE PAST PRESIDENTS IN
ATTENDANCE INCLUDED:

Forty-two attendees gathered at the MIT Endicott House in Dedham, Mass., for the
Massachusetts Retail Lumber Dealers Association’s (MRLDA) Past Presidents, Past Board
Members, and Friends Luncheon.
Those in attendance heard from Master of Ceremonies Joe Cusack of Upstate Door,
NRLA President Rita Ferris, MRLDA President Leah Fennell, and all 16 past presidents in
attendance, as well as many others who sent salutations to the group via e-mail. LC
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Richard B. Shepardson
Auburndale Lumber Co.
Burt Mullen
Mullen Lumber Co.
Joseph W. Cusack
Weymouth Lumber Co.
Bernard R. Tedesco
Ben Tedesco Builders Supply
Douglas B. Bohannon
Nickerson Lumber Co.
Hamilton N. Shepley
Shepley Wood Products
Harvey Hurvitz
Cape Cod Lumber Co.
Calvin Moore
G.V. Moore Lumber Co.
Jay Torrisi
Jackson Lumber & Millwork Co.
Jim Baker
Shepley Wood Products
Steven Esty
Ralph A. Esty & Sons
Matt Shea
Belletetes Inc.
Tom McNulty
Hingham Lumber
Jack Connors
BROSCO
Scott Norrie
Howe Lumber Co.
Paul Tarca
Concord Lumber Corp.
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NYLE Spring Conference
Northeastern Young Lumber Execs (NYLA) held its annual Spring
Leadership Conference at Foxwoods Resort & Casino April
25-26. In attendance were 54 members from 27 companies.
Attendees were invited to take part in NYLE’s board orientation,
governance training, and board meeting on Wednesday
afternoon followed by a networking welcome reception and
group dinner that evening. An engaging and interactive
workshop featuring Bradley Hartman was held on Thursday
where participants:
• Learned the three-step formula to immediately
differentiate yourself in the eyes of purchasing managers.
• Practiced new methods of communication to increase
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return phone calls and emails.
• Discussed the single most common mistake sales reps
make in preparing for their first prospect meeting.
• Learned how the best sales reps continuously deliver
value when prospects are not in buying mode.
• Learned the negotiating tactics purchasing managers are
using against you to shrink your profit margins.
• Identified the best practices to amaze your existing clients
and make price a non-issue.
Each participant was also provided a workbook to use
throughout the program along with a hardcover copy of
Hartman’s book “Behind Your Back.” LC
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An Atypical Golf Outing for LDAC
The Lumber Dealer’s of Connecticut (LDAC) held its annual golf
outing on Wednesday, June 6 at Oxford Greens with more than
100 folks attending.
It was not a typical golf outing that day as there was a most
unusual event that took place.
Upon coming to a golf hole, LDAC board member Mark
Lefsyk (Builders First Source, pictured to the right) witnessed a
dog drowning in a pond. A groundskeeper was nearby yelling
that the dog, and himself, couldn’t swim. The dog was struggling
and barely had his head above water. Without hesitation, Mark
jumped into the mud filled pond, sinking into its murky depths
and lifted the big pit bull mix dog to the ground and began
resuscitation efforts. Within seconds the dog exhaled water
and started breathing on its own. Mark had saved the dog, and
continued golfing! Later we learned it was the Golf Pro’s dog,
and there was a grateful and emotional exchange afterwards.
Later in the day, attendees enjoyed a raw bar of oyster, crab
legs and shrimp, followed by dinner. Several prizes and raffles
were awarded. LC

Hero/golfer Mark Lefsyk (Builders First Source).

LONGEST DRIVE (2):
Gary Guilmette (C.A. Smith Lumber) and Marylee Murgo
(Tri-Lift Inc.)
CLOSEST TO THE PIN (2):
Dave Baldino (Boston Cedar), and Chad Overbaugh
(Herrington’s).
SCRAMBLE PLAY, FIRST PLACE: Charlie Smith (BROSCO),
Kevin Amanna (Preferred Marketing Associates.), John
Niland and Eric Verikas (Woodbury Supply Co.).
SCRAMBLE PLAY, SECOND PLACE: Joe Siemon (Hood
Distribution), John Dvorsky and Brian Morrison (Ring’s End).
SCRAMBLE PLAY, THIRD PLACE: Marc Favara, Steve
Kycia, Brian Hare (PrimeSouce) and guest Joe Fiducia.
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EBMDA Board Meeting and Clay Shoot Event

Eastern Building Material Dealers Association (EBMDA) members
were treated to a unique opportunity when they attended the
quarterly board meeting.
During the board meeting, attendees heard important
information on several key future events:
• The decision to provide Crane Certification to its
members around the same time as the Baltimore
Remodeling Show (details to be determined).
• EBMDA joining NJBMDA Aug. 13 for a golf outing
with board meeting pre-event.
• Fall education event to focus on day-long customer
relationship management (CRM) systems overview and
troubleshooting sessions.
• Raymond James 401k Fiduciary Workshop: June 7,
Seasons 52, King of Prussia.
Following the meeting, the board and members had a
homemade barbeque, which led into a clay shoot. The event was
held in Wellsville, Pa. at Warrington Sporting Clays.
More than 20 attendees had the opportunity to try their
hand at this unique target shooting experience. The group was
divided into groups ranging from the novice group to those
with more experience who were teamed with peers of similar
skill levels.
Eric Tucker, EBMDA chairman, stated he was excited about
the turnout and the opportunity to network with the EBMDA
members. “I would like to see this event grow every year and
include new members. It was fun to have an opportunity to talk
and relax with our business peers,” explained Tucker. LC
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Advertising Index

Acadia Insurance ......................................72
www.acadiainsurance.com
Allura .........................................................37
www.allurausa.com
Aeratis / Manufacturers Reserve Supply .. 63
www.aeratis.com / www.mrslumber.com
Bigfoot Systems ........................................94
www.bigfootsystems.com
Boise Cascade ............................................. 5
www.bc.com/distribution / www.gcpat.com
BlueLinx Co. ............................................ IBC
www.bluelinxco.com
Boston Cedar..........................................OBC
www.bostoncedar.com
BROSCO ....................................................IFC
www.brosco.com
Cleary Millwork .........................................53
www.clearymillwork.com
DeckWise ...................................................65
www.deckwise.com
ECi/Spruce ........................................... 24-25
www.ecispruce.com

GAF ............................................................95
www.gaf.com/timerelease
Glenview Doors.........................................61
www.glenviewdoors.com
Henry .........................................................65
www.henry.com / www.fortifiber.com
Holbrook Lumber Co. ................................. 7
www.holbrooklumber.com
Holden Humphrey ....................................67
www.holdenhumphrey.com
www.henry.com / www.fortifiber.com
Hood Distribution.....................................93
www.hooddistribution.com
www.everlastsiding.com
Huber Engineered Woods .................. 26-27
www.huberwood.com
www.advantechquiet.com
Huttig
Building Products .......49, 55, 57, 59
www.huttig.com
Huttig Building Products .......49, 55, 57, 59
www.huttig.com
Ideal
Concrete Block Co., Inc. .................... 1
www.idealconcreteblock.com
Ideal Concrete Block Co., Inc. .................... 1
www.idealconcreteblock.com
IKO
.............................................................15
www.roofingelevated.com
IKO .............................................................15
www.roofingelevated.com

Koppers .....................................................17
www.kopperspc.com
Krauter Auto-Stak.....................................69
www.krauterautostak.com
MoistureShield .........................................11
www.moistureshield.com
Palram .......................................................73
www.palighttrimboard.com
Princeton Forest Products .......................71
www.princetonforestproducts.com
Sunbelt/CT Darnell ...................................13
www.sunbelt-rack.com / www.ct-darnell.com
The Tapco Group ......................................21
www.truexterior.com
Vermont Wholesale
Building Products, Inc. ............................... 9
www.vermontwholesalelumber.com
Weyerhaeuser ............................................. 3
www.woodbywy.com
www.weyerhaeuser.com/woodproducts
Wolf Home Products.................................43
www.wolfhomeproducts.com

Nationally Accredited Crane
Certification Training

See page 12 for a listing
of upcoming classes!
Contact Pam McCale at
pmchale@nrla.org or
518-880-6380 to register.
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Gloeocapsa magma is blue-green in color, but surrounds itself with a dark brownish-black shell to protect against the sun’s rays. The dark shell causes the telltale streaking on the roof.

PROBLEM:

SOLUTION:

Gloeocapsa magma, also known as blue-green algae,
has spread throughout more than 80% of the U.S.,
leaving dark black stains wherever it grows and making
millions of perfectly good roofs — and the homes they
protect — look old before their time.

Many traditional algae-resistant shingles
use a granule technology developed more
than a quarter century ago. The granules
contain a layer of algae-fighting copper that
is released onto the roof when it’s wet. But
as the roof ages, those older granules release
less and less copper, reducing the shingle’s
algae resistance.

THERE’S NO
SUCH THING
AS PRETTY
ROOF ALGAE.
That’s why we’re proud to introduce StainGuard Plus™
Time-Release technology. It’s algae resistance so powerful,
it comes with a 25-year ltd. warranty* against blue-green
algae discoloration.

AN EXCLUSIVE
PATENT-PENDING
ALGAE-FIGHTING
BREAKTHROUGH

StainGuard Plus™ Time-Release technology from
GAF releases algae-fighting copper more efficiently,
over time, for long-lasting algae-fighting power.
Unlike the older layered technology, GAF shingles
with StainGuard Plus™ technology use specially
engineered capsules* that are infused throughout
with thousands of copper microsites, so copper
remains within reach, ready to be activated in
the battle against blue-green algae stains.
*StainGuard Plus™ Time-Release technology and 25-year ltd. warranty against
blue-green algae discoloration available only on Timberline Ultra HD® Shingles
sold in packages bearing the StainGuard Plus™ logo. Does not apply to
Timberline Ultra HD® Reflector Series™ Shingles. See GAF Shingle & Accessory
Ltd. Warranty for complete coverage and restrictions.

gaf.com/TimeRelease

Danger Zone

Moderate Problem

Blue-green algae can be found throughout the U.S. and Canada, but poses a much greater
problem in the Southeastern and coastal Western states — i.e., in areas of high humidity.
©2018 GAF 2/18 • #908 • RESGN437

Announcing
breakthrough
stain-fighting
capsules that
deliver ten
times as much
algae-killing
copper as our
traditional
copper-coated
mineral granules.

RISING STARS

Corbin Rinehart

Location: York, Penn. | Position: Regional Sales Manager • Windsor Mill

While on NYLE’s Timber Tour in California, Corbin Rinehart remembers looking around at the group of young
professionals and thinking, “These are the people I’m going to be working with for the next 40 to 50 years.” It’s that type of
long-term vision and passion for the LBM industry that immediately strikes you when you have a conversation with Rinehart.
After graduating from high school in 2007, Rinehart enrolled at Penn State University with his sights set on majoring
in business administration. Once on campus, Rinehart quickly realized that business majors were a dime-a-dozen,
and if he wanted to be successful, he needed to find his passion.
“I’m a big fisherman,” said Rinehart, who soon discovered that PSU offered a program in Wood Products
Business and Marketing. He would soon switch his major because “it gave me a way to incorporate
my love for the outdoors with my business school side of things.”
From that point on, Rinehart never looked back.
Following his graduation in 2011, he led efforts to develop new business on the West Coast
for Allegheny Wood Products in Petersburg, W.V. This first foray into the industry
would give Rinehart a depth of experience that is hard to duplicate.
Over his first six months at Allegheny, Rinehart explained that “They put me through a month with
the forestry guys actually in the woods marking timber and doing timber sales. Then I did two months
in the mill learning how to run every piece of equipment. And then after a few months of doing that
I went into a sales role.” This in-depth training gave Rinehart the knowledge he would need
in the field to help better communicate to customers what can and cannot be done.
In 2013, Rinehart made a change and joined Windsor Mill in Westerly, R.I., as a product specialist.
Today, Rinehart has received several promotions and is now the regional sales manager for the
upper Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, and Southeast regions and has returned home to York, Penn.
“Growing business is my passion,” said Rinehart of his roles at Windsor Mill. But beyond growing business just for
Windsor Mill, Rinehart believes he has a responsibility to promote the LBM industry to other young people.
“I believe that we need to get young people into our industry.”
Toward that end, Rinehart is now an active member of NYLE. The group plays a pivotal role in the development of LBM leaders.
“Everything I studied in college was part of NYLE. There’s no other place that a young person in this industry can build
relationships at the customer level, at the peer level, and at the competition level. From a networking side, it is huge!”
As Rinehart continues to excel for Windsor Mill, it’s clear that his passion for career and his desire to get
more people involved will go a long way to helping the LBM industry grow into the future. LC
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EXTRA™

PRIMED TRIM PRODUCTS

NEW!

TRIMBOARD
AVAILABLE THROUGH BLUELINX

CAREFREE BEAUTY THAT LASTS
• 30 yr warranted trim for interior or exterior applications
• 100% Radiata Pine, Clear, Finger Joint and Defect Free Engineering
• Rot, Insect and Fungal Resistant
• Industry Leading Smooth Finish
• Ready to paint with both latex or oil based paints
• Micro Units save space and investment
• Grown & Harvested from sustainable tree farms
PRIMED
• Complete program stocked in 4/4” and 5/4” in 16’ lengths

value

TRIM PRODUCTS

Delivering

to your business

For more information please call your BlueLinx representative
at 800-839-2588 or visit www.BlueLinxCo.com

New England’s Building Products Distributor

